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Stagnation in marine fisheries sector has prompted fishery
managers to think  of an alternative fisheries management strategy
where both government agencies and fishing communities
participate in decision making, exercise authority and share




sing. It is being in-
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It calls for a new
management philo-
sophy, one in which
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ters can become
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Co-management refers to sharing responsibility by fishermen and
Government for the management of the fishery (see the flow
chart).  The partners develop a formal agreement so as to involve
fishing communities in the definition of fisheries management
objectives and grant some management power to user groups
and coastal communities. The partners may also include other
members such as boat owners, fish traders, fish processors and
exporters, academic and research institutions and non- (Contd...)
CO-MANAGEMENT: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
TO LOBSTER FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
governmental organisations.
Co-management does not mean entrusting total control of
fisheries management to fishermen.  The responsibility/authority
of the Government and fishermen will have to be clearly defined
and depend upon the
local conditions. For
ex-ample, where a




as mussel, a large
amount of manage-
ment responsibility
may be entrusted to
fishermen. The Go-
vernment will always
hold the balance of
power in co-manage-
ment.  Of course,




















is to be seen as a process which ensures sustainability of resources
and increase the income of the vulnerable communities.
Bottom-up management plan for lobster fisheries
Lobster is a low- volume, high-value resource mostly exported
to international markets.   Indiscriminate exploitation by adopting
destructive fishing practices   and environmental degradation have



























Partnership in Fisheries Management
2From the Director’s Desk
The recently enacted Biological Diversity Bill, 2002 has attracted attention from conservationalists, researchers,
GOs, NGOs and the public.  Although the Bill (also known as Act) recognizes the right of the local people over
the biological resources and their conservation, there are a few clauses in the Act which are of concern to both
resource managers/researchers and end users.  The recent brainstorming at NBFGR, Lucknow has flagged
certain issues which directly or indirectly affect research and developmental interests and agenda of CMFRI.
While there is common agreement that the statutory provisions under Biological Diversity Bill, 2002 will lead
to development of appropriate guidelines to facilitate implementation, it has been felt that the relevant sections
in the Act are debated among experts with a view to not only understanding the pros and cons, but also for
developing a well planned road map for research scrutiny and inquiry.
One of the provisions of the Act which requires further consideration is the fact that the Act does not differentiate
between biological resource and Genetic Resource for Food and Agriculture (GRFA).  We know that as capture
fisheries is still the mainstay of fish as food and will remain so far many many years, the provisions for
domesticated crops and farm animals cannot be used for most fish species.  Therefore, there is need for defining
GRFA with respect to fisheries, although certain aspects of biodiversity and genetic resources could apply on
comparable terms equally for plants, animals or fish.
Development of strategies and action plans need many considerations especially when our understanding of
the biological natural resources is limited.  Fisheries is mainly dependent on exploitation of natural stocks.
Moreover, genetic resources for food fishes arise from the natural stocks.  Therefore, capture fishery resources
form significant targets for research in research organizations in the NARS.   Research on natural stock including
fish diversity inventories, characterization both through conventional as well as DNA fingerprinting , habitat
inventories, ex-situ conservation research are all mandates of the institutes.  Since these are ongoing research
activities in many organizations, there is need for making provisions and authorizations for such research
activities under the Act.
Section 19 of the Act states that "Any person referred to in sub-section (2) of section 3 who intends to obtain
any biological resource occurring in India or knowledge associated thereto  for research or for commercial
utilization or for bio-survey and bio-utilization or transfer the results of any research relating to biological
resources occurring in, or obtained from India, shall make application in such form and payment of such fees
as may be prescribed to the National Biodiversity Authority".  Further, clause 20 states that "No person who
has been granted approval under section 19 shall transfer any biological resource or knowledge associated
thereto which is the subject matter of the said approval except with the permission of the NBA".  The implications
of these should be examined from the scientific angle simply because of the fact that our present understanding,
inventorization and  documentation are still far too inadequate and several decades of field work lies ahead
before we reach a comfort zone.  Public and private funded research on quantification, inventorization and
documentation must be encouraged and the Act must make adequate provisions for this either by exempting
such organizations or by simplifying the procedures.
Exemption of value added products from the provisions of the Act could lead to misuse especially when frozen
fishery trade products could be used for research purposes when exported to other countries. Export of live
food fishes and ornamentals also need to be examined in the light of the Act.  Such loss of germplasm should
be viewed with care and certain clauses which would be binding on the importers from preventing use of the
imported germplasm for any research purpose.
There is also need to identify and notify nodal agencies who could be designated as authorized repositories for
our aquatic biodiversity.  Thus, there is need for a detailed examination of the possible impacts of the Act on the
scientific research currently undertaken by research organizations.
Mohan Joseph Modayil
3(Co-management ........ Contd. from page 1)
verge of a collapse. No lobster fishing regulation is in vogue and
all sizes including the egg bearing lobsters are caught and
marketed.  Environmental degradation due to discharge of
industrial and municipal waters into the sea and destruction of
inshore nursery habitat by various anthropogenic activities have
also been responsible for declining resources. The fishing
community is aware of decreasing catches and smaller sizes in
the fishery but is unaware of the implications of fishing juveniles
and egg bearing lobsters.  Having understood the serious situation,
the CMFRI recommended Minimum Legal Size (MLS) for export
of four commercially important species of lobsters and
Government of India prohibited export of lobsters below the MLS
(see the table). However, this is not strictly enforced and
overfishing and large scale fishing of juveniles and egg
bearing lobsters
 A greater sense of ownership over the resource, which can
provide a powerful incentive to view the resource as a long-
term asset rather than to overfish
 Involvement in formulation,  implementation and monitoring
of management and regulatory measures resulting in a higher
degree of acceptability and compliance
 Localised solutions to local problems through management
strategies and regulatory measures that are more appropriate
to local conditions
Lobsters, being mostly an export commodity, need strong
industrial support for successful co-management. The need for
regulatory measures has to come from with in the industry and
they have to comply with government regulations on MLS
notified by the government. They have to discourage fishermen
trying to sell egg bearing and undersized lobsters. The seafood
industry as a whole will be benefited from the conservation ethic
that is proposed. The project taken up by the CMFRI with the
funding support of  the MPEDA has been trying to implement
co-management of the lobster resource through several outreach
programmes such as distribution of communication tools such
as posters, pamphlets and stickers in vernacular languages with
the message of lobster conservation in fishing villages,
households, lobster suppliers and exporters; village level
participatory meetings and workshops, rallies in fishing villages
in which local school and college students are associated and 'V-
notching' and releasing of egg- bearing  lobsters back into the
sea with involvement of fishermen to make them aware of
protection of egg bearing lobsters. A videofilm on responsible
fishing and conservation of lobsters is being produced in five
languages to convey the message to those associated with lobster
fishing, marketing and exporting. Regional fishery management
councils have been proposed in major lobster fishing villages in
Tamilnadu, Veraval in Gujarat and Mumbai in Maharashtra and
the respective fisheries departments will be the coordinators.
There is still a great deal of work to be done in exploring the
potential for co-management arrangements to contribute to
effective management and increased compliance in the lobster
fisheries of India.
(Article contributed by Dr. E.V. Radhakrishnan, Head,
Crustacean Fisheries Division)
Lobster Conservation Workshop makes impact among
Gujarat Fishermen
The Mangrol Bandar Samaj, Gujarat in a Notification dated 27 January
2006 enforced ban on catching undersized lobsters by fishermen along the
Saurashtra coast. Workshops on  Sustainable  exploitation and conservation
of lobsters were held at Veraval, Mangrol and Porbander on 1-2 May, 2003
and on 22 November 2005 at Veraval, which were organized under the
MPEDA funded project ‘Participatory management and conservation of
lobster resources along the Indian coast’. CMFRI has appealed to the various
fishermen organisations in Gujarat to desist from capturing undersized and
egg bearing lobsters in order to conserve the valuable resource. The co-
management approach in lobster fisheries management has made a positive
impact on fishermen and this gesture is encouraging as CMFRI has been
engaged in creating awareness among lobster fishermen of the country the
need for good fishing practices in lobster fishing.
undersized lobsters are exported illegally. The maritime govern-
ments are not serious in formulating and enforcing fishing
regulations, as lobster is a low volume resource. In reality, many
of the regulations are not understood or followed by the
fishermen.   Lobsters being a regional resource and mostly
restricted to certain regions along the coast, their management
through participation of all stakeholders at regional levels was
considered as a viable approach.
Fishermen have recognized that the seas where they normally
fish contained a limited resource and that they would have to
generate rules to conserve the resource if they wanted to continue
to make a living. Participation of fishermen and their willingness
to take on responsibility are essential to establish an effective
co-management regime. There must be sufficient political will
to support fisheries co-management as every aspect
of co-management has to be financed, especially the
capacity building activities of stakeholders and
socioeconomic infrastructure. Co- management may
not be suitable for every fishery. It is more suitable
for regional species, which is almost endemic to an
area. Co-management can act as an effective tool to
bridge communication between government and
fishermen.
What could co-management mean for lobster
fishermen?
 Sustainable and responsible fisheries
management with the participation of fishermen
community, government agencies and other
stakeholders
 Improvement in livelihood of communities
through integration in local development
 Use of fishermen's knowledge and expertise to
provide information on the resource base
 Create awareness on danger of destructive fishing practices,
Minimum legal size for export of lobsters from India
(Notification No. 16 (RE 2003)/2002-07 dated 17 July 2003,
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India).
Species Live/chilled / Whole Tail
frozen (g) cooked (g) (g)
Panulirus polyphagus 300 250  90
Panulirus homarus 200 170  50
Panulirus ornatus 500 425 150
Thenus orientalis 150    -  45
4RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Breakthrough in the production of colour induced
marine pearls
In pearl farming, we have no control over the  colour of pearls.
Natural pearls with exotic colours are rare.  The research team of
the Institute at Tuticorin Research Centre has made a
breakthrough in producing colour induced cultured pearls (CICP)
in which nacre secreted by the oyster itself is coloured and hence
far superior to the artificially coloured pearls usually produced
by the industry.
Following implantation of nucleus and mantle tissue, the oyster
were fed with formulated microencapsulated diet containing
metallic salts such as iron, manganese, iodine, strontium, copper
and chromium at below toxic levels. The absorbed metals reached
mantle tissue which secrete nacre through absorption and
transport from digestive diverticula. The lustre of the pearl is
retained.
In each of the accompanying photograph, the shell bead used for
implantation is given on top left corner and the cultured pearl
produced without the influence of any of the chromogenic
metallic salts as control has been given in the bottom left corner
for comparison along with the CICPs produced. These were the
first series of experiments carried out at the highest safe tolerance
level for each of the metals and the resultant CICP were deformed
which indicate the need for
further refinement by way of fine
tuning the metal concentration
and choice of salt.
Addition of crystalline cysteine in
the diet was found not only to
improve the colour and lustre of
the pearl but also to reduce the
duration of colour induction.  The
pearls given in the centre of the
photo-graphs of iron, manganese
and strontium are those produced
through the use of extra cysteine
in the diet. Addition of the
hormone insulin was also found
to promote the well being of the
oysters used in the production of
CICP. (Tuticorin Research
Centre, PNP Division)
DNA sequences of common dolphin deposited in

















(see the figure) . In the study under DOD sponsored Marine
Mammals project, ratification of species status of the endangered
cetaceans will have significant implications in their conservation
and management. (PNP Division & FEM Division)
CMFRI hands over first batch of remote-set spat of the
edible oyster Crassostrea madrasensis to oyster farmer
In a function organized at Vallikkunu Panchayat, Malapuram
District, on 1st  October,
2005 the first batch of
remote set spat was
handed over to bivalve
farmers. The pediveliger
larvae (aver-age length




CMFRI to Calicut Marine Hatchery Complex in dry (without
water), moist and cool condition covering a transit period of 21
h and these set on shell clutches and clam shells in the hacthery.
The settled spat were fed with mixed  algal diet of Chaetoceros,
Isocrysis galbana, Nanachloropsis, Pavlova and Tetraselmis.
Nearly 9000 spat settled on shell clutches were shifted to bivalve
farms in Vallikunnu. This is the first time in the country that
remote set spat are used in farming. From Calicut Hatchery, 200
numbers of oyster spat were transferred to the demo farm of
CMFRI at Sattar Island, near Cochin. This technique will ensure
steady supply of spat to farmers and eliminate the uncertainty
faced in spat settlement under natural conditions.  (Mariculture
Division)
Pilot farming of Kappaphycus alvarezii in open sea off
Narakkal
After three successful experimental farming for the past three
years during the period of November to March, pilot farming of
Kappaphycus alvarezii was initiated in the open sea off Narakkal
in an area of 1000 sq. m this year.  Two floating rafts of 500 sq m
were installed in the sea at a depth of 5-6 m using anchor, barrel
and thermocol floats. Seed materials collected from Mandapam
were put in 1500 netted bags and tied on the long line rope of the
raft. (Mariculture Division)
Fattening experiments of sand lobsters conducted at
Kovalam Field Laboratory
Two hundred numbers of Thenus orientalis in the size-range of
30 – 35 mm CL (18 – 25g weight) were stocked @ 9.2 per sq.m
in rectangular cement tanks (10.4 m x 2.1 m) with continuous
water circulation and aeration. Water exchange was done @ 3 –
5% daily. Water salinity, temperature, pH and conductivity were
maintained at 35 – 38 ppt, 28 - 30 C, 7.7 – 8.0 and -40 to -75
respectively. River sand
was provided as substrate.
The animals were fed ad
libitum on meat of the clam
Meretrix casta, during
evening hours. In 150 days,
the net biomass increased
from 4kg to 12 kg.  Feed
conversion was found to be
approximately 4 kg per 1
kg of lobsters produced.
(Mariculture Division)
Colour induced cultured pearls
Molecular identification of common dolphin
Remote-set spat
Fattening of sand lobster
5Ingenious thermocol fishing
craft
An ingenious thermocol fishing craft
The traditional fishermen of Alleppey coastal belt have always
won accolades for their innovative ideas for exploiting fishery
resources from the near-shore areas. After the Mini trawl, they
are now credited with the
introduction of the thermocol
craft. The innovation has
opened new avenues for
fishermen to generate
income during their spare
time. Eversince the
introduction of a crude
version of the craft about two
years back, it has undergone
modifications and presently
the fleet size has considerably increased, with each household in
Paravoor village having at least two such crafts. This innovation
has attracted the fishermen from the neighbouring villages also.
The craft measuring 1-1.5m in width and 2-2.5m in length and
30-35cm thick is made of large and thick thermocol pieces plied
together by iron rods or strengthened by bamboo sticks. The whole
structure is then tightly covered by plastic matting sheet, which
further enhances its seaworthiness. The craft is rowed by a
singleman using an oar with pads at both ends. There are no
other operational charges involved.
The gear used is a type of gillnet, called the Vysalivala which is
a modified version of the Ozhukkuvala generally operated by
the small country crafts. The net, made of ‘0’ number nylon twain,
has a mesh size of 28-30 mm, 300-500 m length and 3 m width.
The gear is operated at 5-8m depth in the inshore areas for
shrimps, crabs, small pelagics and demersal fishes. On an average
a person gets about Rs 300 per trip.  If the shrimps are available
they may make two or three trips per day.  The cost of the craft is
around Rs.1500-2000 and that of the gear Rs.5000-8000. The
introduction of this craft has become a boon to idlers and is getting
popularized as an easy way to generate income. (Pelagic Fisheries
Division)
A curse turns to be a boon
The smooth- backed blowfish Lagocephalus inermis, locally
known as “Kadal makri” in Kerala, which otherwise was
considered a nuisance till a month back, is becoming a boon to
the pestered fishermen with the realization of its potential as a
new item in the seafood list.
The havoc caused by the smooth-backed blowfish, Lagocephalus
inermis in the fishery sector along the Kerala coast had been
enormous. Till December 2005, this fish used to mangle fishing
gear in operation resulting in the escape and mutilation of finfishes
and shellfishes and thereby leading to great economic loss to the
fishermen.  One of the suggestions to check the population was
to stop discarding them back to sea in live conditions.  Because
of practical difficulty in bringing the catch to the shore, discarding
continued.  But from January 2006 onwards, a new market for
blowfish in the dry fish trade has emerged.  As a result, now
there is good demand for it. The current landing center price of
this fish for a box weighing around 50 kg is Rs. 200 – 400/-. In
the drying yard, fish is de-skinned after removing the head, belly
and the entrails and are salted and sun dried. The dried product is
sent to the markets in Tamil Nadu. The removed head and other
parts are dried separately for use as manure. The fishermen of
Puthiappa informed that they used to eat this fish earlier after
removing entrails and skin though nowadays nobody consumes
it. The fishermen are relieved that the damage caused by the fish
could be compensated to some extent with the additional income
from the dried product. (Pelagic Fisheries Division).
Blue damsel (Pomacentrus caeruleus) bred at
Mandapam.
Five batches of blue damsels were successfully produced in the
hatchery  at Mandapam.
‘Greenwater technique’
was employed for larval
rearing. Copepod nauplii
was the starter feed







Japanese seahorse, Hippocampus mohnikei recorded for
the first time from the Palk Bay coast
A female specimen of Japanese seahorse, Hippocampus mohnikei
(70mm standard length) was collected
as a by-catch off Mullimunai in Palk
Bay coast at a depth of about 6m. The
specimen had the characteristic short
snout (3.3 in the head length) and double
cheek spines with prominent eye spine.
Coronet was slightly elevated with five
tiny projections. Body had low spines.
Dorsal spines on trunk ring 1, 4, 7 and
tail rings 4, 8, 11 and 14 were slightly
enlarged. Pectoral fin rays (12) and
dorsal fin rays (14) covered 2 +1 trunk
rings. Body colour of the freshly
collected specimen was yellowish deep
green. H. mohnikei is included in the red
list of threatened species (IUCN, 2004).
Hence the occurrence of this species in
Palk Bay of Southeastern India is
interesting from the conservation point of view. The specimen is
preserved in the museum at Vizhinjam (Cat No.146). The
collection formed a part of the sponsored research project funded
by the MoE & F.  (Vizhinjam Research Centre)
Identification of bioactive moieties in Ulva fasciata
Structural elucidation of the bioactive fractions of Ulva fasciata
revealed the presence of octadec-l-enoyloxyethyl palmitate having
a – COOC2H4O  CH=CH – moiety and methylbenzothiazolimine
as major bioactive principles. (PNP Division)
Purification and characterization of acid phosphatase
from Bacillus licheniformis MTCC6824
Acid phosphatase has been purified from Bacillus licheniformis
MTCC6824 and the enzyme activity of the purified fraction was
found to be 24.6 x 106 phu/gm at pH 5.5 and 39oC. (PNP Division)
Hatchery produced Blue damsel
Hippocampus
mohnikei
6Collection of marine mammals from Mangalore
Tissue samples from a total
of 12 individuals of 2
cetacean species (Indo-
Pacific humpbacked dolphin,




collected, mtDNA amplified and
PCR products (cyto-chrome b and
control region) sequenced.  This
collection was a part of inventori-
zation of marine mammals from the
Indian seas. (PNP Division & FEM
Division)
‘Fishy Poacher’ at work again  ……
The attack by the smooth-backed
blowfish (Lagocephalus inermis) on
the cephalopods caused significant
loss to the export industry.  Squids,
cuttlefish and octopus were severely
damaged by this fish which resulted
in their lower market value. To make
matter worse, the cephalopod catches
during October-December 2005 were
poor compared to those of the
corresponding period of last year. (Calicut Research Centre)
Heavy landings of Scomberoides commersonnianus
Heavy landings to the tune of
3.8 t Scomberoides commer-
sonnianus by hooks & line were
noticed at Chennai coast, in
October 2005.  Though hooks &
line are operated mainly for seer
fish and caranx, S. commer-
sonnianus dominated the catch
landed by this gear. At Kovalam
landing centre, heavy landings of
S. commersonnianus were recorded on 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th and
19th October 2005. The catch was sold at Rs. 40/- per kg. (Madras
Research Centre)
Skipjack specimen of 9.25 kg landed at Minicoy
Katsuwonus pelamis measuring 74 cm in FL and weighing 9.250
kg was landed by a pole and liner on 29th November, 2005.
Skipjack of  74 cm length has not been recorded for the last 5
years. The male specimen at stage V of the maturity was with







Ph. D.  Award
Scholar Guide Title of Thesis University
Smt. Juliet Joseph Dr. R. Sathiadhas Economic analysis of CIFE
externalities in coastal
mariculture




Smt. Dalia Susan Dr. N.G.K. Pillai Macrobenthos of Minicoy CUSAT
Vargis Island, Lakshadweep





the Indian edible oyster,
Crassostrea madrasensis
(Preston)
One student has joined for the Ph.D. (Mariculture) programme of CIFE
at this Institute in October 2005.
NEW HEIGHTS
New Consultancy Project
M/s GMR Energy Ltd., Mangalore, has given the consultancy
work for pollution monitoring near the 220 MW Barge Mounted
Power Plant for the 4th year to the Research Centre.  The
consultancy project is for a period of 8 months and involves
monthly sample collection and analysis from the sea to assess
the impact of effluent discharge from the power plant.   The
Research Centre has to provide information on status, trends and
source of risk to the coastal ecosystem off Thanir Bavi near the
outfall of Thanir Bavi Power Plant Facility.
Awards/Recognitions
Dr.  (Mrs.) Josileen Jose, Senior
Scientist bagged the first
Professor T.J. Pandian and
Professor A.J. Matty Award 2005
instituted by the Indian Branch of
Asian Fisheries Society for her
contribution to the development
of hatchery technology of the
‘blue swimmer crab’,
Portunus pelagicus.
Dr. Vipinkumar V.P., Scientist
(SS) of SEETT Division of
CMFRI, Cochin has won the
‘Young Scientist Award’ and
‘Best Paper Presentation
Award’ in the National Semi-
nar on “Green to Evergreen :
Challenges to Extension Edu-
cation” organized by Indian
Society of Extension Educa-
tion (ISEE) at Indian Agricul-
tural Research  Institute (IARI),
New Delhi from 15th to 17th De-
cember 2005.  The awards were
presented by Dr. G. Trivedi, the
international expert in extension
education.
Dr. George J.P., Principal
Scientist received the best
scientific paper award in Hindi of
Dr. (Mrs.) Josileen Jose receiving the
award from Dr. Mangala Rai,
Director General, ICAR, New Delhi.
Dr. Vipinkumar V. P. receiving the "Young
Scientist Award" of Indian Society of Extension
Education (ISEE) from Dr. G. Trivedi, in the
presence of Dr. R. Parshad (President, ISEE &
ADG, Extension, ICAR) and Prof (Dr.) Baldeo
Singh (Secretary, ISEE) at New Delhi.
Finless Porpoise
Dr.George J.P., Principal Scientist
receiving the award from Shri
Sriprakash Jaiswal, Hon'ble Minister
for States, Home Affairs.
7Central Secretariat Hindi Parishad, New Delhi from Shri
Sriprakash Jaiswal, Hon’ble Minister for States, Home Affairs
on 18-11-2005 at New Delhi for his paper entitled Mangrove
Biodiversity, con-servation and management in India.
A paper by Dr. P.K. Krishnakumar and team entitled  “Impact of
altered river flow on the Biogeochemistry and productivity of
the seas along the east and west coast of India”  was adjudged as
the Best Poster Paper – 2005 at the 7th Indian Fisheries Forum at
Bangalore.
Scroll of honour awarded
Dr. D.B. James, retired Principal Scientist was presented a scroll
of honour by the Ministry of Environment and Forests for his
outstanding contribution to the study of echinoderms.




Mussel farming in new areas
Mussel farming has been taken up in a big way in the backwater
areas of Munambam estuary. Molluscan Fisheries Division
conducted 3 training programmes in collaboration with Brackish
Water Fish Farmer’s Development Agency (BFFDA) for the
fishermen of this area. Three farms are at Kottuvallikad and 8 at
Moothakunnam. All the farms are of 5m x 5m size and 50 ropes
of 1m-seeded length are tied to these racks. BFFDA, Ernakulam
gave financial support for all
these farmers belonging to
‘Kudumbasree’ groups to take
up mussel farming in the
estuary. Molluscan Fisheries
Division of the Institute is
monitoring environmental
characters and mussel
production of the farms. About
4-5t production is expected by
April-May period.
Training programmes conducted for practicing farmers,
rural youth and rural women
Krishi Vigyan Kendra of CMFRI, Narakkal conducted 24 training
courses imparting training to 523 persons.  The number of training
courses and beneficiaries in each discipline are as follows:
Fisheries 5-105; Agriculture 7-188 and Home Science 12-230.
Out of these one training programme in Fisheries discipline on
crab farming and fattening and one training programme in Home
Science discipline on preparation of shrimp pickle was sponsored
by Nehru Yuvak Kendra, Ernakulam.
Training programme on seaweed cultivation at Padanne
A training programme on
seaweed farming was
conducted on 21.12.2005 at
Padanne, Kasaragod (Dist.)
Kerala. Benefits of fast
growing red seaweed species
Kappaphycus alvarezii and the
concept of integrated farming
of the same with mussel was
Seaweed (Kappaphycus alvarezii) seed
materials is being distributed to the
trainees.
explained to the farmers. Mr. K.P.Satheesh Chandran, M.L.A.
(Trikkaripur) inaugurated seaweed-training programme and
distributed seaweed (Kappaphycus alvarezii) seed materials to
100 selected mussel farmers out of 3000 mussel farmers.
INTERACTION AND EVALUATION
Workshops on lobster conservation
Under the MPEDA funded project ‘Participatory management
and conservation of lobster resources along the Indian coast’,
two workshops were organized, one at Veraval and another at
Mumbai to bring all of the conflicting stakeholders together to
identify and implement a
coordinated strategy to con-
serve the lobster resources by
adopting good practices in
fishing. A rally to convey the
message of lobster conserva-
tion was held on 21.11.2005 in
which leaders of fishermen
associations, school children,
officials of MPEDA, CIFT and
CMFRI Scientists and other
staff participated.
A workshop on Lobster
Conservation held on 22-11-
2005 in the Gujarat State
Fisheries premises was
attended by officials from the




pamphlets and stickers with
lobster conservation slogan
were released. The Fishermen Association Presidents took an
oath that they would extend support for Government initiatives
in protecting the juveniles and egg bearing lobsters.  A Regional
Fishery Management Council was formed to follow up the
implementation of regulations.
In another workshop held at CIFE, Versova on 28.11.2005,
posters, pamphlets and stickers
were released and the
fishermen representatives were
asked to interact with the
officials and scientists. Fish-
eries Scientists made present-
ations on lobster fishing and
conservation. Here too, a
Regional Management Council
was formed to examine
formulation of regulation.
Green Mussel Farmers Society formed at Padanne,
Kasaragod Dist., Kerala
The first society of mussel farmers “The Green Mussel Farmers
Society” was formally inaugurated by Shri. Satheesh Chandran,
M.L.A., Kasaragod on 21st December 2005 in a function
organized at Padanne. Nearly 3000 mussel farmers belonging to
Participation of local school and college
students in the lobster conservation rally
organised at Veraval.
Dignitaries on the dais during the
lobster conservation workshop held
at Veraval.




300 self help groups are members of this Society. Shri. Gul
Mohamad, recipient of the ICAR Karshakashri award, 2003 is
the President of the Society and Ms. Zubaida, the Secretary.
Felicitations were offered by the presidents of four panchayats,
Ori, Padanne, Vadakkakadu and Neeleswaram. Dr. K.S.
Mohamad, Head, MFD  and senior officials of NABARD,
BFFDA also offered felicitations. Dr.V.Kripa, Senior Scientist
spoke on the significance of integrated farming in mariculture
systems. Dr. Gulshad Mohammed, Scientist (SG) imparted
training on farming of seaweed Kappaphycus alvarezii to bivalve
farmers.
A front-line demonstration of the two new technological
interventions in mussel farming viz. the semi-automated seeding
machine and the mussel declumping/ harvesting unit was
conducted at the venue which was witnessed by nearly 800
bivalve farmers.
Farmers’ meet
Farmers’ meet was conducted for the benefit of organic farmers
at Panankad in collaboration with Mariyalayam Social
organization (10th November), shrimp farmers at Malipuram,
Vypeen in collaboration with the Aquaculture Development,
Kerala Office (15th November), on vermicompost in collaboration
with Krishi Bhavan, Thavanoor (8th December) and in
collaboration with Nehru arts club and Library, Thattapilly (27th
December), on mushroom cultivation in collaboration with Krishi
Bhavan, Poothrikka (19th December), at Pazhankanad (21st
December) and in collaboration with Krishi Bhavan,
Kizhakambalam (23rd December), on Jasmine cultivation in
collaboration with Krishi Bhavan, Poothrikka (22nd December).
Science camp
A Science camp was conducted for the students of the Vocational
Higher Secondary School, East Maradi, Muvattupuzha.
Mushroom spawn production was demonstrated during the camp.
Twenty seven students and 3 staff members of the school
participated in the programme.
Mahila meet
A mahila meet was organized at Kumbalanghi in collaboration
with Continuing Education Centre, Palluruthy.  Programme on
drudgery reduction for women was presented during the
programme (22nd December).
Activities of the Women’s Cell
z Women’s Cell, CMFRI organized a talk on “Cancer of the
Breast, Early Detection and Treatment” by Dr. T.K.
Padmanabhan, Professor and Head, Cancer Institute, Amrita
Institute of Medical Sciences (AIMS), Kochi on 4-10-2005,
for women employees and
girl students of CMFRI.
October 2005 was the 19th
Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, observed all over
the world. The talk was
aimed to educate women
about the value of early
detection and treatment of
Breast Cancer.
z In connection with the Quame Ekta Week (19-25 November)
associated with the birthday of Mrs. Indira Gandhi, Former
Prime Minister of India, Women’s Cell, CMFRI organized a
talk on “The importance of
women in Indian society
and their role in
development of nation-
building”, by Prof. Annie
Chacko, Head, Department
of History, St. Theresa’s
College, Kochi, on 22-11-
2005.
Important days observed
Vigilance Awareness Week was observed at Madras Research
Centre from 7th to 11th November.
Communal Harmony Campaign and Fund Raising Week were
observed at Madras Research Centre from 19th to 25th November.
An amount of Rs. 2530/- was collected from the staff members




In order to speed up the use of Hindi through computers Shri J.
Jayasankar, Scientist (SS) made a demonstration on Hindi
software Leap Office and its LAN applications in the ARIS Cell
of the Institute on 14.10.2005.  All the Heads of Divisions
participated.
Workshop
A three days Leap office
workshop was organised with
a faculty support of C-DAC,
PACE Centre, Kochi for the
ministerial employees during
19th -21st  December, 2005.  The
workshop dealt with subjects
such as introduction to Leap
Office software, multilanguage facility, use of translation
dictionary, sharing and searching LAN documents, power point
etc. Twenty two staff members participated.
TOLIC prize
Shri P.P. Chandrasekharan Nair, UDC got third prize in Hindi
typing in the Joint Hindi Fortnight celebration – 2005 conducted
by Cochin Town Official Language Implementation Committee
during 13-23 December 2005.
Inspection
Dr. Mohan Joseph Modayil, Director, inspected the Official
Language activities of 5 Divisions of the Institute on 5-10-2005.
OLIC meeting
67th meeting of Official Language Implementation Committee
of the Institute was held on 6-10-2005 in which the progress
made in the Official Language implementation activities of
Headquarters as well as outstations was reviewed and suggestions
were given for improvement.
Leap office workshop
9Papers published in national periodical
The following articles in Hindi were published in Krishi
Chayanika, Research Publication of ICAR:
1. Increasing demand for - Dr. E.V. Radhakrishnan,
marine biofeed Principal Scientist  &
Head, CFD
2. Importance of mangroves
in India - Dr. George J.P.,
Principal Scientist
3. Marine capture fisheries
in India - Smt. Mini K.G., Scientist
Lab-cum-Office building at
South Beach Road, Tuticorin
Delegates visiting CMFRI pavillion at
New Delhi in connection with National
KVK convention held at NASC






Office building at South Beach
Road, Tuticorin was
inaugurated on 5th December.
Marine hatchery and
aquarium
The marine hatchery and research aquarium at Head-quarters of
CMFRI has about 40 species of marine ornamentals collected
from various parts of our coasts and are being maintained in more
than 20 glass tanks, simulating the natural habitat. Many of the
species such as the three spot damsel, Dascyllus trimaculatus,
and the blue damsel Pomacentrus caeruleus, the clown fish
Amphiprion ocellaris have been breeding repeatedly in the tanks.
Larval rearing protocols are being standardized.
New Head of Division joined
z Dr. K.K. Vijayan, Senior Scientist - Physiology, Nutrition &
Pathology Division at CMFRI on 13th October.
PARTICIPATION IN EXHIBITIONS
z Organised an exhibition in connection with the Swadeshi
Science Movement Vijnana Mela at Cochin during 15th -20th
October 2005.
z Organised exhibition of
CMFRI on Information
Technology in connec-
tion with the National
Convention on KVKs at




with the 7th Indian
Fisheries  Forum in Karnataka Veterinary, Animal & Fisheries





z Dr. S.L. Mehta, Vice Chancellor, Maharana Pratap University of
Agri. & Technology, Udaipur
z Dr. S.A.H. Abidi, Ex-Member ASRB, New Delhi
z Dr. A.G. Sawant, Ex-Member, ASRB, New Delhi
z Dr. H.P. Singh, Vice Chancellor, RAU, Pusa, Bihar
Mandapam  Regional Centre
z Shri A.S. Bhatia, Under Secretary (Fy.), ICAR, New Delhi
z Shri Ravi Prakash, Protocol Officer, ICAR Headquarters, Krishi
Bhavan, New Delhi
z Prof. S. Kannaiyan, Chairman, National Biodiversity Authority,
Govt. of India, Chennai
z 967 visitors including 714 students from 28 Schools/Colleges
Visakhapatnam Regional Centre
z Dr. M.V. Rao, Former ADG, ICAR
z 245 students from various schools and colleges of Visakhapatnam
Veraval Regional Centre
z Dr. (Mrs.) N.V. Deshmukh, Head of Zoology Department, Kirty M.
Doonguresee College of Arts, Science & Commerce, Mumbai with
25 students
z Dr. S. Pathak, Ex. Director, Central Research Institute for Jute &
Allied Fiber, Nilganj, Barrackpore
z Mr. Mark Nyhof & Mr. Martin Davinoa, Heiploes A.V. Zoutkamp,
Holland, Shrimp importers
z Dr. D.C. Bhatt, Head, Dept. of Marine Science, Bhavnagar University
with 20 students
Vizhinjam Research Centre
z Shri. K.K. Jaswal, Member secretary, National Commission for
Enterprises in the Unrecognized Sector, Govt. of India, New Delhi.
z Shri. P.K. Misra, Dy.Registrar, IARI (ICAR), New Delhi
z Shri. H.C. Pathak, Director, Finance (ICAR), New Delhi
z Shri. N. Sarangi, Director, CIFA (ICAR), Bhuvaneswar
z 19,569 visitors including research scholars, college students and
school children
Tuticorin Research Centre
z 387 students with 5 faculty of various colleges/schools of Tamil
Nadu and Kerala
Karwar  Research Centre
z Dr.  Margoj and Mr. Pancham, Staff of Khemarji Mahavidyalaya
Sawantwadi, Maharashtra and B.Sc. students
Mumbai Research Centre
z Prof. Asif A. Khan & Dr. Mukhtar A. Khan, Dept. of Zoology,
A.M.U., Aligarh
Mangalore Research Centre
z Dr. T. Ananda Rao,  Karnataka Association of Advancement of
Science, Central College, Bangalore
z Dr. Ramachandra Bhatta, Professor and Head, Department of
Fisheries Economics, College of Fisheries, Mangalore
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Organized a meeting with State Fisheries officials, Tamilnadu at
Teynampet under the MPEDA funed project ‘Participatory management
and conservation of lobster resources along the Indian coast’ (24th
October).
Organized two workshops in connection with lobster conservation at
Veraval and Mumbai (22nd November and 28th November)
Presented a talk on ‘crab culture’ in connection with a training
programme conducted by the State Bank of India during 28th November
to 3rd December at State Bank of India, Fort Cochin (2nd December).
Presented a paper at National Seminar in Hindi at CIFT, Cochin (21st
December).
Dr. L. Krishnan, Principal Scientist
Workshop conducted by MPEDA and made a presentation on the topic
“Scope for diversification in Aquaculture” at Hotel Avenue Center, Kochi
(24th October).
Dr. K. Sunilkumar Mohamed, Head, Molluscan Fisheries Division
Training programme to the mussel farmers on ‘Mussel farming’ at
Moothakunnam organised by BFFDA, Ernakulam (25th October).
A front-line demonstration-cum-training programme on Kappaphycus
farming to the mussel farmers of Kasaragod district organised by the
Green Mussel Farmers’ Society (21st December).
Dr. Rani Mary George, Principal Scientist & Head, MBD
Workshop organized by the District level committee on Prevention of
Atrocities against women, Kochi city (5th November).
Smt. Rekha J. Nair and Smt. Sujitha Thomas, Scientists
National Workshop on “Bioinformatics in Marine Biodiversity
Conservation” conducted by the Bioinformatics Centre, NIO, Goa (5th
– 7th December).
Dr. K.K. Vijayan, Head, PNPD
Took class on ‘Shrimp Health Management’ for the training programme
organized by the Agency for Development of Aquaculture (ADAK),
Govt. of Kerala at Thuravoor (28th October).
Dr. K.S. Sobhana, Sr. Scientist
Took  class on “Shrimp Health Management” for the training programme
organized by the Agency for Development of Aquaculture (ADAK),
Govt. of Kerala at Malippuram (15th November).
Dr. I. Rajendran, Scientist (SG) and Dr. Kajal Chakraborty, Scientist
Winter School on “Modern techniques for analysis of fish and fish
products” organized by the Central Institute of Fisheries Technology
(CIFT)  (19th October – 8th November).
Dr. V.P. Vipinkumar, Scientist (SS)
National Seminar on “Green to Evergreen : Challenges to Extension
Education” at IARI, New Delhi (15th – 17th December).
Dr. G. Syda Rao, Principal Scientist & Scientist-in-Charge,
Visakhapatnam Regional Centre and Dr. Sheela Immanuel, Scientist
(SS)
Workshop on “Strategy and preparedness for trade and globalization in
India with regard to fisheries sector”  organised by MPEDA and Seafood
Exporters Association of India at Grand Bay Hotel, Visakhapatnam (4th
October).
Dr. H. Mohamad Kasim, Principal Scientist & Scientist-in-Charge,
Madras Research Centre
z Ms. Anna Godhe, Marine Ecology, Goteborg University, Sweden
z Dr. S. Benakappa, Associate Professor, College of Fisheries,
Mangalore
Minicoy Research Centre
z Dr. A.K. Mishra, Scientist, Indian Institute of Remote Sensing,
Dehradun, Dept. of  Space, Govt. of India
z Dr. Z.A. Ansari, Scientist, NIO and Dr. M.R. Meuezes, Scientist,
NIO, Goa
z Dr. Lazarus (Professor), Institute for Environmental Research
Education, Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu.
Programme participation
Dr. Mohan Joseph Modayil, Director
10th meeting of the National Committee on Introduction of Exotic Aquatic
Species in Indian Waters at KAB, New Delhi (19th October).
Meeting in ASRB, New Delhi (20th – 21st October).
2nd meeting of the Committee constituted for modifying the proforma
form Sr. Scientist to Principal Scientist under Career Advancement
Scheme at ASRB, New Delhi (3rd – 4th November).
7th Indian Fisheries Forum organized by the Asian Fisheries Society,
Indian Branch at Bangalore (8th – 13th November).
Committee to review the existing system of ARS/NET Examination and
to suggest reforms at ASRB, New Delhi (14th November).
Dr. M. Srinath, Principal Scientist & Head, FRA Division
ICAR Regional Committee meeting at Chennai (23rd – 25th December).
Dr. N.G.K. Pillai, Principal Scientist & Head, Pelagic Fisheries Division
The International Aqua Show 2006 meeting called by the Minister for
Fisheries and Sports, Government of Kerala to discuss on the conduct
of International ‘Aqua Show 2006’ scheduled to be held from 2nd to 7th
February 2006 (20th December).
Dr. E. Vivekanandan, Principal Scientist & Head, Demersal Fisheries
Division
DOD XI Plan project proposal meeting at CMFRI, Cochin ((7th October)
Workshop on “Fisheries – Tsunami Assistance Emergency Project
(TAEP) on livelihood strategy” at International Hotel, Kochi conducted
by the Kerala State Fisheries (11th November)
Dr. M. Rajagopalan, Principal Scientist & Head, FEMD
Winter School on ‘Modern techniques for the analysis of fish and fish
products conducted by CIFT, Cochin (19th October).
Scientific Advisory Committee meeting held at FORV Sagar Sampada
and presented the results of the DOD funded project on Marine Mammals
(24th November).
Dr. R. Sathiadhas, Principal Scientist & Head, SEETTD
Presented socio economic issues relating to fisheries at a meeting of
NAIP, New Delhi (20th – 23rd October).
Shastri Applied Research Programme (SHARP) dissemination workshop
at Kallenchery Retreat, Kumbalangi (27th – 28th October).
Discussion with the World Bank Team on Socio-economic issues related
to fisheries at New Delhi (6th  - 9th November)
Inter-Media Publicity Co-ordination Committee meeting at Doordarshan
Kendra,Kudappanakunnu, Trivandrum (29th December).
Dr. E.V. Radhakrishnan,  Principal Scientist & Head, CFD
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Brainstorming session on Disaster Management in Fisheries and
Aquaculture at the National Institute of Disaster Management, New Delhi
(6th-7th October).
First Field demonstration on mud crab farming at Goush Basha Mud
crab Farm, Gurithipalayam in Andhra Pradesh jointly organized by AFI
and M/s. Periyar Mud crab Hatchery (22nd October).
Meeting at State Fisheries Department to discuss issues concerned with
lobster fishing and implementation of regulations on fishing of lobsters
(24th October).
Workshop on “Post Tsunami Rehabilitation and Fishing Communities”
organized by TRINet (Tsunami Rehab Information Network), Chennai.
Training programme on “Strategies for Stress Management” at NAARM,
Hyderabad (17th-23rd November).
Panel discussion on the topic “Effect of climate change on the loss of
false trevally (Lactarius lactarius) fishery and dependent fishermen in
southeast coast of India” by WWF India Secretariat, New Delhi at M.S.
Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF), Chennai (5th December).
The XX Meeting of ICAR Regional Committee No. VIII at the
Conference Hall of IMAGE, Chennai (23rd-24th December).
Dr. G. Mohan Raj, Principal Scientist
Inception Workshop for the project strategies and preparedness for the
trade and globalization in India organised by MPEDA and UNCTAD at
Chennai  (6th October).
Dr. K.V. Somasekharan Nair, Principal Scientist & Scientist-in-Charge,
Veraval Regional Centre
Workshop on Ecosystem Based Fishery Management at Mumbai (16th –
18th November).
Dr. K.V. Somasekharan Nair, Principal Scientist and Dr. P.K. Asokan,
Sr. Scientist
MPEDA funded Lobster Conservation Programme Rally and workshop
at Veraval (21st and 22nd November).
Dr. R. Narayanakumar, Sr. Scientist & Scientist-in-Charge, Kakinada
Research Centre
19th National Conference of the Indian Society of Agricultural Marketing
and presented a paper on ‘An economic analysis of price behaviour and
efficiency of marine fish marketing systems in East Godavari District,
Andhra Pradesh organized by College of Agribusiness Management,
G.B. Pant University, Pantnagar, Nainital (25th-27th October).
2nd and final dissemination workshop of the Shastri Indo-Canadian
Applied Research Project entitled "Assessing environmental
management options to achieve sustainability in the shrimp – mangrove
system in the Indian Coastal Zone of Bay of Bengal" organised by
Burdwan University, Bardhamman District, West Bengal (9th December).
Dr. P.U. Zacharia, Scientist (SG)
State level workshop on ‘Icthyofaunal biodiversity in aquatic systems
of Karnataka’ organized by College of Fisheries, Mangalore and
presented a paper (27th October).
Smt. Sujitha Thomas, Scientist
State level workshop on ‘Icthyofaunal biodiversity in aquatic systems
of Karnataka’ organized by College of Fisheries, Mangalore (27th
October).
Smt. Asha P.S., Scientist (SS)
Summer School at CIFE, Mumbai on Advances in Aquatic Microbiology
with reference to aquaculture (21st September – 11th October).
Smt. P. Sreeletha, Technical Officer
Zonal Research and Extension Advisory Council Workshop at Regional
Agricultural Research Station, Kerala Agricultural University,
Kumaragam (6th October).
Dr. P.K. Martin Thompson, Officer-in-Charge, KVK and Dr. P.M.
Aboobaker, Technical Officer
The National Convention of KVKs at National Agricultural Science
Complex, Pusa, New Delhi (27th – 28th October).
Shri I. Jagadis, Scientist (Sr. Scale) and Shri A. Dickson Jebaraj,
Upper Division Clerk
TOLIC meeting at Income Tax Office, Tuticorin (29th December).
Dr. (Smt.) C.P. Suja and Shri M. Manickaraja, Technical Officers
Two-day Hindi workshop conducted by Heavy Water Plant, Tuticorin
(21st and 22nd December).
Shri V.A. Kunhikoya, Technical Officer
Seminar on “Energy Conservation” organized by Electrical Sub Division,
Minicoy (14th December).
Shri N.K. Harshan and Shri K.M. David, Technical Assistants
Training course in photography/videography at  NAARM, Hyderabad
(22nd November – 3rd December).
Dr. E.V. Radhakrishnan, Principal Scientist & Head, CFD, Dr. K.
Sunilkumar Mohamed, Head, MFD,  Dr. Rani Mary George, Principal
Scientist & Head, MBD Dr. K.K. Vijayan, Head, PNPD, Dr. G.
Nandakumar, Dr. L. Krishnan, Dr. H. Mohamad Kasim, Dr. G.
Mohan Raj and  Dr. V.S. Kakati, Principal Scientists, Dr. P.
Jayasankar, Dr. Imelda Joseph,  Dr. K.S. Sobhana, Dr. R.
Narayanakumar, Dr. P.K. Krishnakumar, Dr. V. Kripa and Dr. P.
Laxmilatha Sr. Scientists,  Dr. C. Ramachandran, Dr. V.P.
Vipinkumar, Dr. Ashaletha,  Smt. Lakshmi Pillai and Shri A.P.
Dineshbabu, Scientists (SS),  Dr. Prathibha Rohit, Scientist (SG),  Smt.
Rekha J. Nair, Scientist
7th Indian Fisheries Forum organized by the Asian Fisheries Society,
Indian Branch at Bangalore and presented papers (8th-12th November).
Dr. N. Kaliaperumal, Principal Scientist & Scientist-in-Charge,
Mandapam Regional Centre, Dr. H. Mohamad Kasim, Principal
Scientist & Scientist-in-charge, Madras Research Centre, Dr. G.
Gopakumar, Principal Scientist & Head, Mariculture Division.
Seminar on “Conservation of Marine biodiversity of Gulf of Mannar
and Palk Strait and opportunities for livelihood support of coastal
communities” organized by National Biodiversity Authority,
Government of India, Chennai and Aquaculture Foundation of India,
Chennai at Ramanathapuram (17th-18th December).
Dr. E. Vivekanandan, Principal Scientist & Head, DFD and Dr. K.
Sunilkumar Mohamed, Head, MFD
Trained the associates of MF/CAP/02 at Mumbai Research Centre of
CMFRI on “Use of Ecopath with Ecosim software for trophic modelling
of marine ecosystems” (17th-19th November)
Trained the associates of MF/CAP/02 at Tuticorin  Research Centre of
CMFRI (28th-30th November).
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APPOINTMENTS
Name Designation Centre w.e.f.
Smt. G. Hemalatha LDC Visakhapatnam Regl. C. 19-10-2005
Dr. Shubhadeep Ghosh Scientist HQ, Cochin 05-11-2005
RETIREMENTS
Name Designation Centre w.e.f.
Retirement on Superannuation
Smt. M. Suseela Assistant HQ, Cochin 31-10-2005
Shri D. Motcham SSG IV (Daftry) Tuticorin R.C. 30-11-2005
Dr. C.P. Gopinathan Principal Scientist HQ, Cochin 31-12-2005
Shri T.M. Abdul Aziz SSG III (Messenger) HQ, Cochin 31-12-2005
RESIGNATION
Name Designation From w.e.f.
Shri G.N. Gopalakrishnan LDC CMFRI, Cochin 22-12-2005
TRANSFERS
Name Designation From To
Shri A. Padmanabha T-4 (Sr. Electrician) Mandapam Regl. C. HQ, Kochi
Dr. K. Asokakumaran Unnithan Sr. Scientist Kakinada R.C. Calicut R.C.
INTER-INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFER
Name & Designation From To w.e.f.
Shri Biswajit Dash, CIFRI, Barrackpore Visakhapatnam Regl. C. 02-11-2005
Sr. Technical Assistant (T-4)
Shri R. Ramachandran Nair CPCRI, Kayamkulam CMFRI, Cochin 14-11-2005
Motor Driver (T-5)
Shri Gadenkush Mangalore R.C. CIFT, Mumbai 22-10-2005
Motor Driver (T-5)
Shri Sapankumar Ghosh Visakhapatnam Regl. C CIFRI, Barrackpore 31-10-2005
Sr. Technical Assistant (T-4)
PROMOTIONS
Name Centre w.e.f.
Ministerial staff from UDC to Assistant
Smt. M.G. Chandramathy HQ, Cochin 02-11-2005
Supporting Staff in Grade I to Grade II
Shri Jestin Joy, Watchman HQ, Cochin 25-10-2005
Smt. B. Konies Mary, Messenger Tuticorin R.C. 26-10-2005
Shri K. Chandran, Safaiwala Mandapam Regl. C. 26-10-2005
Shri B. Kathiresan, Khalasi Mandapam Regl. C. 26-10-2005
Shri N. Ramamoorthy, Lascar Mandapam Regl. C. 26-10-2005
Shri Ramkant Shankar Harikantra, Oilman Karwar R.C. 27-10-2005
Shri Bhangare Sunil Ramachandra, Fieldman Mumbai R.C. 27-10-2005
Shri Suresh Rumo Majalikar, Fieldman Karwar R.C. 28-10-2005
Shri P.M. Gireesh, Fieldman Minicoy R.C. 02-11-2005
Shri C.H. Moshe, Watchman Kakinada R.C. 16-11-2005
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¥……±…“ P…]ıi…“ +…ËÆ˙  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙ ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ {…Æ˙ ®…i∫™…x… ∫…®…÷n˘…™… V……x…i…‰ ΩÈ˛ §…Œ±EÚ
 EÚ∂……‰Æ˙…Â i…l…… +∆b˜™…÷Ci… ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ∫…‰ Ω˛…‰x…‰ ¥……±…‰ §…÷Æ‰˙ +∫…Æ˙ {…Æ˙ ¥…‰ V……x…i…‰ x…Ω˛”
ΩÈ˛* <∫… M…∆¶…“Æ˙ Œ∫l… i… EÚ…‰ ®……x…i…‰ Ω÷˛B ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< x…‰ ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı EÚ“
¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ |…®…÷J… S……Æ˙ V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú  x…™……«i… E‰Ú  ±…B x™…⁄x…i…®…  ¥… v…EÚ +…EÚ…Æ˙ (B®… B±…
B∫…) i…™… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ… ∫…÷Z……¥…  n˘™…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ ¶……Æ˙i… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ x…‰ B®… B±… B∫… ∫…‰ EÚ®…
+…EÚ…Æ˙¥……±…‰ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â E‰Ú  x…™……«i… {…Æ˙ Æ˙…‰v… ±…M……™…… ΩË˛ (∫……Æ˙h…“ n‰˘J…Â) ±…‰ EÚx… <∫…EÚ…
  ¥…∫°Ú…‰]ıx…EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…i∫™…x…, + i…®…i∫™…x… +…ËÆ˙  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙…Â +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜™…÷Ci… ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ“
{…EÚb˜ ∫…‰ Ω˛…‰x…‰ ¥……±…“  ¥…{…Œii… {…Æ˙ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ +¥…M…i… EÚÆ˙…x……
 + i…®…i∫™…x… EÚ“ +{…‰I…… ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â EÚ…‰ n˘“P…«EÚ…±…“x… ∫…∆{…Œii… E‰Ú ∫…∂…Ci… ∫……v…x… E‰Ú
∞¸{… ®…Â ∫¥…… ®…i¥… EÚ“ ¶……¥…x…… V…M……x……
 |…§…∆v…x… i…l……  x…™…®…x… ={……™……Â E‰Ú ∞¸{……™…x…, EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… +…ËÆ˙ +x…÷¥…“I…h… ®…Â ¶……M… ±…‰x……
+…ËÆ˙ <x…EÚ“ ∫¥…“EÚ…™…«i…… +…ËÆ˙ EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… ∫…I…®… §…x……x……
 ∫l……x…“™… ∫…®…∫™……+…Â EÚ… ∫l……x…“™… Œ∫l… i…™……Â E‰Ú +x…÷∞¸{… |…§…∆v…x… x…“ i…™……Â u˘…Æ˙… ∫…®……v……x…
BEÚ |…®…÷J…  x…™……«i… ®……±… Ω˛…‰x…‰ EÚ“ ¥…V…Ω˛ ∫…‰ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â E‰Ú ∫…°Ú±… ∫…Ω˛-|…§…∆v…x… E‰Ú  ±…B
=t…‰M……Â EÚ… ∂…Ci… ∫…Ω˛…Æ˙… Ω˛…‰x…… + x…¥……™…« ΩË˛*  x…™…®…x… ={……™……Â EÚ“ +…¥…∂™…EÚi…… =t…‰M……Â ∫…‰
Ω˛…‰x…“ S…… Ω˛B +…ËÆ˙ =x…EÚ…‰ ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ u˘…Æ˙… ∫l…… {…i… x™…⁄x…i…®… ±…∆§……<« +…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ… +x…÷{……±…x…
EÚÆ˙x…… S…… Ω˛B* ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ +∆b˜™…÷Ci… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰ {…EÚb˜x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ §…‰S…x…‰ EÚ…‰  x…Ø˚i∫…… Ω˛i…
EÚÆ˙x…… S…… Ω˛B* <x…E‰Ú {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… ∫…‰ {…⁄Æ‰˙ ∫…®…÷p˘“ J……t =t…‰M… ±……¶…EÚ…Æ˙“ Ω˛…‰ V……B∆M…‰* B®… {…“
<« b˜“ B EÚ“  ¥…ii…“™… ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… ∫…‰ ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< u˘…Æ˙… ∫l……x…“™… ¶……π……+…Â ®…Â
{……‰∫]ıÆ˙, {…÷Œ∫i…EÚ…+…Â, Œ∫]ıEÚÆ˙…Â +… n˘ u˘…Æ˙… ®…i∫™…x… M……ƒ¥……Â, M…ﬁΩ˛…Â, ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı ¥™……{…… Æ˙™……Â
+…ËÆ˙  x…™……«i…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ… ∫…∆n‰˘∂… {…Ω÷ƒ˛S…‰ V……i…‰ ΩÈ˛, +∆b˜™…÷Ci… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â
E‰Ú {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… E‰Ú  ±…B ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ“ ∫…Ω˛¶…… M…i…… ∫…‰ O……®…“h… ∫i…Æ˙ EÚ“ §…Ë` ˆEÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙
EÚ…™…«∂……±……+…Â EÚ… +…™……‰V…x…, ∫l……x…“™… ∫E⁄Ú±……Â +…ËÆ˙ EÚ…±…‰V……Â E‰Ú UÙ…j……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…Œ®®… ±…i…
EÚÆ˙E‰Ú V…÷±…⁄∫……Â EÚ… +…™……‰V…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ… |…™……∫…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı ®…i∫™…x…  ¥…{…h…x…
+…ËÆ˙  x…™……«i… ®…Â ±…M…‰ Ω÷˛B ±……‰M……Â EÚ“ V……x…EÚ…Æ˙“ E‰Ú  ±…B =ii…Æ˙n˘… ™…i¥…{…⁄h…« ®…i∫™…x… +…ËÆ˙
®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… {…Æ˙ {……∆S… ∫l……x…“™… ¶……π……+…Â ®…Â ¥…“ b˜™……‰  °Ú±®… §…x……EÚÆ˙  n˘J……x…‰ EÚ…
|…™……∫… ¶…“  EÚ™…… M…™……* i… ®…±…x……b⁄˜, M…÷V…Æ˙…i… E‰Ú ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… +…ËÆ˙ ®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı E‰Ú ®…÷®§…<« V…Ë∫…‰
∫l……x……Â ®…Â ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“  ¥…¶……M… ∫…∆™……‰V…EÚ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â I…‰j…“™… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…§…∆v…x…
{… Æ˙π…n˘ E‰Ú M…`ˆx… EÚ… |…∫i……¥…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛*
¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ E‰Ú |…¶……¥…EÚ…Æ˙“ |…§…∆v…x… +…ËÆ˙ +x…÷{……±…x… E‰Ú  ±…B ∫…Ω˛-
|…§…∆v…x… EÚ“ ¥™…¥…∫l……+…Â EÚ“ ∂…C™…i…… f⁄ƒ¯f¯x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ EÚ…™……«Œx¥…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…®…  EÚB V……x…‰ ΩÈ˛*
(±…‰J…EÚ : b˜…Ï.<«.¥…“. Æ˙…v……EﬁÚπh…x…, +v™…I…, GÚ∫]‰ı ∂…™…x… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…¶……M…)
M…÷V…Æ˙…i… E‰Ú ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â ®…Â ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ“
EÚ…™…«∂……±…… EÚ… ∫…÷{… Æ˙h……®…
M…÷V…Æ˙…i… E‰Ú ®……∆O……‰±… §…∆b˜…Æ˙ ∫…®……V… x…‰  n˘x……∆EÚ 27 V…x…¥…Æ˙“, 2006 EÚ“ + v…∫…⁄S…x…… ®…Â ∫……ËÆ˙…π]≈ı i…]ı ∫…‰ EÚ®…
+…EÚ…Æ˙¥……±…‰ ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ {…Æ˙ Æ˙…‰v… ±…M……™…… ΩË˛* B®… {…“ <« b˜“ B EÚ“  ¥…ii…“™… {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… ""¶……Æ˙i…“™…
i…]ı {…Æ˙ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı ∫…∆{…n˘… EÚ… ¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙“ |…§…∆v…x… +…ËÆ˙ {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h…'' E‰Ú +∆n˘Æ˙  n˘x……∆EÚ 1-2 ®…<«, 2003 EÚ…‰
¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±…, ®……∆O……‰±… +…ËÆ˙ {……‰Æ˙§…∆n˘Æ˙ ®…Â +…ËÆ˙ 22 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙, 2005 EÚ…‰ ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… ®…Â EÚ…™…«∂……±……B∆ +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ“
M…™…“ l…“* <∫… ®…⁄±™…¥……x… ∫…∆{…n˘… E‰Ú {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… E‰Ú =n¬˘n‰˘∂™… ∫…‰ ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< x…‰ M…÷V…Æ˙…i… E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z…
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆M…`ˆx……Â ∫…‰ EÚ®… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¥……±…‰ +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜™…÷Ci… ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰ x…Ω˛” {…EÚb˜x…‰ EÚ“ +{…“±… EÚ“
l…“* ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı |…§…∆v…x… ®…Â Ω÷˛B ∫…Ω˛-|…§…∆v…x… + ¶…M…®… ∫…‰ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú §…“S… BEÚ ∫…EÚ…Æ˙…i®…EÚ ∫…∆P……i… Ω÷˛+…
ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< EÚ… ™…Ω˛ EÚ…™…« ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â +SU‰Ù ®…i∫™…x… EÚ“ +…¥…∂™…EÚi……
{…Æ˙ n‰˘∂… E‰Ú ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú §…“S… V……x…EÚ…Æ˙“ +…ËÆ˙ |…‰Æ˙h…… n‰˘x…‰ ®…Â ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ  x…EÚ±…… ΩË˛*
EÚb˜… +x…÷{……±…x… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ M…ËÆ˙ EÚ…x…⁄x…“ ¥™…¥…∫l…… ®…Â EÚ®… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¥……±…‰ ®…Ω˛…
ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…  x…™……«i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* EÚ®… ®……j…… EÚ“ ∫…∆{…n˘… Ω˛…‰x…‰ EÚ“ ¥…V…Ω˛ ∫…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘¥…i…‘
Æ˙…V™……Â EÚ“ ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ BEÚ = S…i… ∞¸{… E‰Ú  x…™…®…x… E‰Ú ∞¸{……™…x… +…ËÆ˙ EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… E‰Ú  ±…B
M…∆¶…“Æ˙i…… ∫…‰ x…Ω˛” ∫……‰S…i…“ ΩË˛* ¥……∫i…¥… ®…Â + v…EÚ…∆∂…  x…™…®…x……Â E‰Ú §……Æ‰˙ ®…Â ®…U÷Ù+…Æ‰˙ ±……‰M…
+¥…M…i… x…Ω˛” ΩÈ˛ +…ËÆ˙ {……±…x… ¶…“ x…Ω˛” EÚÆ˙i…‰ ΩÈ˛* ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı I…‰ j…EÚ ∫…∆{…n˘… Ω˛…‰x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ =x…EÚ“
={…Œ∫l… i… |…i™…‰EÚ i…]ı {…Æ˙ |… i…§…∆ v…i… Ω˛…‰x…‰ EÚ“ ¥…V…Ω˛ ∫…‰ =x…EÚ… |…§…∆v…x… =∫…“ I…‰j… E‰Ú
®…v™…¥…i…‘ ±……‰M……Â EÚ…‰  ®…±……EÚÆ˙ BEÚ V…“¥…∆i… + ¶…M…®… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â  EÚ™…… V……x…… S…… Ω˛B*
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ∫…®…Z…  ±…™…… ΩË˛  EÚ ∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… ¥…‰ ®…i∫™…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â §…Ω÷˛i…
∫…“ ®…i… ∫…∆{…n˘…B∆ §…S… M…™…“ ΩÈ˛ +…ËÆ˙ +M…Æ˙ +…M…‰ ¶…“ =x…EÚ… {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… +…ËÆ˙ ®…i∫™…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰
E‰Ú  ±…B E÷ÚUÙ  x…™…®… §…x……x…… {…b˜i…… ΩË˛* BEÚ |…¶……¥…EÚ…Æ˙“ ∫…Ω˛ |…§…∆v…x… x…“ i… ∫l…… {…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰
E‰Ú  ±…B ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ“ ∫…Ω˛¶…… M…i…… +…ËÆ˙ =ii…Æ˙n˘… ™…i¥… ±…‰x…‰ EÚ“ ∫…Ω˛®… i…
+ x…¥……™…« ΩË˛* ∫…Ω˛|…§…∆v…x… E‰Ú ∫…¶…“ {…Ω˛±…÷+…Â EÚ“ i…Æ˙Ω˛ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ E‰Ú ∫…Ω˛-
|…§…∆v…x… {…Æ˙  ¥…∂…‰π…i…: ®…v™…¥…Ãi…™……Â EÚ“ I…®…i……  x…®……«h… EÚ…™…« ¥… v…™……Â +…ËÆ˙
∫…®……V…-+…Ãl…EÚ +¥…∫…∆Æ˙S…x…… ®…Â  ¥…ii…“™… ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… Ω˛…‰x…“ S…… Ω˛B* ∫…¶…“
|…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ E‰Ú  ±…B ∫…Ω˛-|…§…∆v…x… +x…÷E⁄Ú±… x…Ω˛” §…x… V……BM……*
®…÷J™…i…™…… ∫l…… x…EÚ V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú  ±…B ™…Ω˛ ±……M…⁄ Ω˛…‰ V……BM……* ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙
+…ËÆ˙ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú §…“S… ∫…∆∫…⁄S…x……+…Â E‰Ú  ¥… x…®…™… E‰Ú  ±…B ∫…Ω˛-|…§…∆v…x…
∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛*
®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú  ±…B ∫…Ω˛-|…§…∆v…x… EÚ… ®…i…±…§…?
 ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙… ∫…®…÷n˘…™…, ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙“ BV…‰Œx∫…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ +x™… ®…v™…¥…Ãi…™……Â EÚ“
∫…Ω˛ ¶…… M…i…… ∫…‰  ]ıEÚ…> +…ËÆ˙ =ii…Æ˙n˘… ™…i¥…{…⁄h…« ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…§…∆v…x…
 ∫l……x…“™…  ¥…EÚ…∫……Â E‰Ú BEÚ“EÚÆ˙h… ∫…‰ ®…U÷Ù+… ∫…®…÷n˘…™… EÚ“ +…V…“ ¥…EÚ…
®…Â ∫…÷v……Æ˙
 ∫…∆{…n˘… {…Æ˙ ∫…⁄S…x……B∆ <EÚ]¬ı`ˆ… EÚÆ˙i…‰ ¥…Ci… ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ“ V……x…EÚ…Æ˙“
+…ËÆ˙ +x…÷¶…¥… EÚ“ ={…™……‰ M…i……
¶……Æ˙i… ∫…‰ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â E‰Ú  x…™……«i… E‰Ú  ±…B x™…⁄x…i…®…  ¥… v…EÚ +…EÚ…Æ˙ (+ v…∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…∆.
16 (+…Æ˙ <« 2003)/2002-07  n˘x……∆EÚ 17 V…÷±……<« 2003, ¥…… h…V™… B¥…∆ =t…‰M…
®…∆j……±…™…, ¶……Æ˙i… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙)
V…… i… V…“¥…∆i…/∂…“ i…i…/ {…⁄Æ˙“ i…Æ˙Ω˛ {…⁄ƒUÙ
 Ω˛®…∂…“ i…i… (O……) {…EÚ…™…… M…™…… (O……) (O……)
{……x…÷ ±…Æ˙∫… {……‰±…“°Ú…M…∫… 300 250  90
{……x…÷ ±…Æ˙∫… Ω˛…‰®……Æ˙∫… 200 170  50
{……x…÷ ±…Æ˙∫… +…‰x……«]ı∫… 500 425 150
l…‰z…∫… +…‰ Æ˙Bx]ı… ±…∫… 150    -  45
4Æ∆˙M… S…g¯…EÚÆ˙ =i{…… n˘i… ®……‰i…“
 Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰]ı ∫{……]ı
Æ‰˙i…“ ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı EÚ… ¥…W…x… §…g¯…¥…
+x…÷∫…∆v……x… +M…¥……c˜…
Æ∆˙M…“x… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……‰ i…™……Â E‰Ú =i{……n˘x… ®…Â ∫…°Ú±…i……
®……‰i…“ =i{……n˘x… ®…Â ®……‰i…“ E‰Ú Æ∆˙M… ®…Â Ω˛®…Â EÚ…‰<« ¶…“  x…™…∆j…h… Æ˙J… x…Ω˛” ∫…EÚi…‰ ΩÈ˛* +x™… Æ∆˙M……Â
®…Â |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ ®……‰i…“ §…Ω÷˛i… EÚ®…  ®…±…i…‰ l…‰* ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘ E‰Ú +x…÷∫…∆v……x…EÚ…Æ˙…Â
x…‰ Æ∆˙M… S…f¯…EÚÆ˙ ∫…∆¥…Ãv…i… ®……‰ i…™……Â E‰Ú =i{……n˘x… (∫…“ +…< ∫…“ {…“) ®…Â ∫…°Ú±…i…… |……{i… EÚ“*
<∫…®…Â ∂…÷ŒCi… Æ∆˙M…“x… ª……¥… (x…‰EÚÆ˙) EÚ… =i{……n˘x… EÚÆ˙i…“ ΩË˛  V…∫…∫…‰ =t…‰M……Â u˘…Æ˙… =i{…… n˘i…
Æ∆˙M…“x… ®……‰ i…™……Â ∫…‰ ¶…“ §…‰Ω˛ii…Æ˙  EÚ∫®… E‰Ú ®……‰i…“  ®…±…i…‰ ΩÈ˛*
EÂÚp˘EÚ +…ËÆ˙ l…Ë±…“x…÷®……  Z…±±…“ (mantle tissue) EÚ… Æ˙…‰{…h… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ…‰
∞¸{……<i… ∫…⁄I®…EÚh…“™… +…Ω˛…Æ˙  V…∫…®…Â v……i…÷ x…®…EÚ V…Ë∫…‰ ±……‰Ω‰˛, ®…ÈM…x…“∫…, +™……‰ b˜x…, ∫]≈ı…‰Œx∂…™…®…,
EÚ…‰{{…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ GÚ…‰ ®…™…®… EÚ®… ®……j…… ®…Â ®……ËV…⁄n˘ ΩË˛, n‰˘i…‰ ΩÈ˛* ™…‰ v……i…÷ ®…Ëx]ı±…  ]ı∂™…⁄ ®…Â  ¥…±…“x…
Ω˛…‰i…‰ ΩÈ˛ +…ËÆ˙ <x…∫…‰ Æ∆˙M…“x… ª……¥… EÚ… =i{……n˘x… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ ®……‰i…“ S…®…EÚn˘…Æ˙ Ω˛…‰i…‰ ΩË˛*
°Ú…‰]ı…‰  S…j……Â ®…Â Æ˙…‰{…h… E‰Ú  ±…B |…™…÷Ci… n˘…x…… (shell beed) >{…Æ˙ §……B∆ +…‰Æ˙  n˘J……™…… M…™……
ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ v……i…÷ x…®…EÚ E‰Ú  §…x…… §…x……™…… M…™…… ®……‰i…“ x…“S…‰ §……B∆ +…‰Æ˙  n˘J……™…… M…™…… ΩË˛  V…x… ∫…‰
Æ∆˙ M… S…g¯…EÚÆ˙ =i{…… n˘i… ®……‰i…“ +…ËÆ˙ ∫……v……Æ˙h… ®……‰i…“ EÚ“ i…÷±…x…… EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛
{…Æ˙“I…h… v……i…÷+…Â EÚ“ =SS… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…÷Æ˙ I…i… ∫…¡i…… ∫i…Æ˙ E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛* E÷ÚUÙ
®……‰i…“  ¥…∞¸{… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ∫…‰ =i{…z… Ω÷˛+… ΩË˛  V…∫…
∫…‰ ™…Ω˛ ∫…∆E‰Úi…  ®…±…i…… ΩË˛  EÚ <x… ®…Â v……i…÷ EÚ“
∫……∆p˘i…… +…ËÆ˙ x…®…EÚ S…÷x…x…‰ ®…Â +…ËÆ˙ ¶…“ {… Æ˙∂……‰v…x…
+…¥…∂™…EÚ ΩË˛*
+…Ω˛…Æ˙ ®…Â  GÚ∫]ı±…“™…  ∫…∫]ı“x… V……‰b˜x…‰ ∫…‰ ®……‰i…“
EÚ… Æ∆˙M… +…ËÆ˙ S…®…EÚ §…g¯x…‰ E‰Ú ∫……l… ∫……l…
Æ∆˙M……™…x… EÚ“ +¥… v… ¶…“ EÚ®… Ω˛…‰i…“ ΩË˛* ®…v™…
¶……M… E‰Ú °Ú…‰]ı…‰  S…j……Â ®…Â, +™…x…«, ®……∆M…x…“∫… +…ËÆ˙
∫]≈ı…‰Œx∂…™…®… ®……‰i…“ +…Ω˛…Æ˙ ®…Â + v…EÚ  ∫…∫]ı“x…
V……‰b˜x…‰ ∫…‰ =i{…… n˘i… ΩÈ˛* Æ∆˙M… S…g¯…EÚÆ˙ ®……‰i…“ E‰Ú
=i{……n˘x… ®…Â ∂…÷ŒCi… EÚ… ∫¥……∫l™… +SUÙ… Ω˛…‰x…‰
E‰Ú  ±…B Ω˛…‰®……Êx… <x∫…÷ ±…x… V……‰b˜x…… +SUÙ… ΩË˛*
(]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, {…“ Bx… {…“ |…¶……M…)
V…‰x…§…ÈEÚ ®…Â ∫……v……Æ˙h… b˜…‰Œ±°Úx… EÚ… b˜“ Bx… B +x…÷GÚ®… EÚ“ V…®…… (+…¥… i…
∫…∆. DQ 320765, DQ 320766)
¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â ∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… {……™…‰ V……x…‰¥……±…‰ b˜…‰Œ±°Úx… ΩË˛ b‰˜±… °Úx…∫… b‰˜Œ±°Ú∫…* EÚ… EÚx……b˜…








|……™…… ‰ V…i… ∫…®… ÷p ˘“
∫i… x…™……Â EÚ“ {… Æ˙™……‰-
V…x…… E‰Ú +v™…™…x… ®…Â
J…i…Æ‰˙ ®…Â {…b˜ M…B
 i… ®… M…h… E‰Ú V…… i…
∫i…Æ˙ EÚ… +x…÷∫…®…l…«x… +…ËÆ˙ =x…E‰Ú {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… +…ËÆ˙ |…§…∆v…x… {…Æ˙ v¥… x…i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛*
({…“ Bx… {…“ |…¶……M… +…ËÆ˙ B°Ú <« B®… |…¶……M…)
J……t ∂…÷ŒCi… GÚ…∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı™…… ®……b≈˜…∫…‰Œx∫…∫… E‰Ú  Æ˙®……‰]ı-∫…‰]ı ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ…‰ ∂…÷ŒCi…
 EÚ∫……x… EÚ…‰ ∫……È{…… M…™……
®…±…{{…÷Æ˙®…  V…±…… E‰Ú ¥…Œ±±…E÷Úz…÷
{…∆S……™…i… ®…Â 1 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙, 2005
EÚ…‰ +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â  Æ˙®……‰]ı-
∫…‰]ı ∫{……]ı…Â E‰Ú {…Ω˛±…‰ Z…÷∆b˜ EÚ…‰ BEÚ
 u˘EÚ{……]ı“  EÚ∫……x… EÚ…‰ ∫……È{…… M…™……*
GÚ…∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı™…… ®……b≈ ˜…∫…‰Œx∫…∫… E‰Ú
{…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ˙ Àb˜¶…EÚ…Â (280 µm EÚ“
+…Ë∫…i… ±…∆§……<«) EÚ…‰ ∫…⁄J…“ ({……x…“ E‰Ú  §…x……), x…®…“ +…ËÆ˙ ]∆ı`ˆ EÚ“ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â 21 P…∆]‰ı
{… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… EÚ“ EÚ¥…S…®…UÙ±…“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ∫…‰
EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ∫…®…÷SS…™… ®…Â ±……™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ <xΩÂ˛ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â EÚ¥…S…
∫…∆O…Ω˛ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“{…“ EÚ¥…S……Â ®…Â V…®…… Ω˛…‰x…‰ n‰˘i…… ΩË˛* V…®… Ω÷˛B ∫{…Ë]ı…Â EÚ…‰ EÚ“]ı…‰ ∫…Æ˙∫…,
+…<∫……‰GÚ…< ∫…∫… M……±…§……x……, x……x……C±……‰Æ˙…‰Œ{∫…∫…, {……¥…±……‰¥…… +…ËÆ˙ ]‰ı]≈ı…∫…‰Œ±®…∫… E‰Ú  ®… ∏…i…
∂…Ë¥……±… +…Ω˛…Æ˙  n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* EÚ¥…S… ∫…∆O…Ω˛ ®…Â V…®…… Ω÷˛B ±…M…¶…M… 9000 ∫{…Ë]ı…Â EÚ…‰
¥…Œ±±…E÷Úz…÷ E‰Ú  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ J…‰i… ®…Â ±……™…… M…™……* J…‰i… ®…Â  Æ˙®……‰]ı-∫…‰]ı ∫{…Ë]ı…Â EÚ… ={…™……‰M… n‰˘∂…
®…Â Ω˛“ {…Ω˛±…“ §……Æ˙  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı EÚ“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ∫…‰ 200 ∂…÷ŒCi… ∫{…Ë]ı…Â EÚ…‰
EÚ…‰S…“x… E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı ∫…ii……Æ˙ u˘“{… E‰Ú |…n˘∂…«x… J…‰i… ®…Â ±……™…… M…™……* <∫… i…EÚx…“EÚ ∫…‰  EÚ∫……x……Â
EÚ…‰ ∫{…Ë]ı…Â EÚ“ ±…M……i……Æ˙ {…⁄Ãi… ∫…÷ x…Œ∂S…i… EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â ∫{…Ë]ı…Â
E‰Ú V…®……¥… EÚ“ + x…Œ∂S…i…i…… n⁄˘Æ˙ Ω˛…‰ V……i…“ ΩË˛* (∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x… |…¶……M…)
x……Æ˙CEÚ±… E‰Ú J…÷±…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â EÚ…{……°Ú…<EÚ∫… +±…¥…Æ‰˙∫…“ EÚ… |……Æ∆˙ ¶…EÚ {…Ën˘…¥……Æ˙
 {…UÙ±…‰ i…“x… ¥…π……Á ®…Â x…¥…∆§…Æ˙ ∫…‰ ®……S…« i…EÚ EÚ“ +¥… v… E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… i…“x… ∫…°Ú±… {…Æ˙“I…h…
EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ <∫… ¥…π…« x……Æ˙CEÚ±… E‰Ú J…÷±…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â 1000 ¥…M…« ®…“]ıÆ˙ E‰Ú I…‰j… ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘“
∂…Ë¥……±… EÚ…{……°Ú…<EÚ∫… +±…¥…Æ‰˙∫…“ EÚ… |……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ {…Ën˘…¥……Æ˙ ∂…÷∞¸  EÚ™…… M…™……* ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â 5-
6 ®…“ EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â ±…∆M…Æ˙, §…ËÆ˙±… +…ËÆ˙ i…‰®……ÊEÚ…‰±… {±…¥… ={…™…÷Ci… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú 500 ¥…M…« ®…“ E‰Ú
n˘…‰ {±…¥…®……x… §…‰b˜…+…Â EÚ…‰ ∫l…… {…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ®…∆b˜{…®… ∫…‰ ∫…∆O… Ω˛i… §…“V… ∫……®… O…™……Â EÚ…‰
1500 V……±…-l…Ë ±…™……Â ®…Â Æ˙J…EÚÆ˙ §…‰b˜…+…Â EÚ“ ±…∆§…“ Æ˙Œ∫∫…™……Â ®…Â §……∆v…  n˘™…… M…™……* (∫…®…÷p˘“
∫…∆¥…v…«x… |…¶……M…)
EÚ…‰¥…±…®… I…‰j… |…™……‰M…∂……±…… ®…Â Æ‰˙i…“ ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı EÚ… ¥…W…x… §…g¯…¥… {…Æ˙“I…h…
<∫… {…Æ˙“I…h… ®…Â 30-35  ®… ®…“ CL (18-25 O…… ¶……Æ˙) ¥……±…‰ n˘…‰ ∫……Ë l…“x…∫… +…‰ Æ˙Bx]ı… ±…∫…
EÚ…‰ ±…M……i……Æ˙ {……x…“ {… Æ˙GÚ®…h… +…ËÆ˙ ¥……i…x… Ω˛…‰x…‰ ¥……±…‰ S…i…÷πEÚ…‰h…“™…  ∫…®…Â]ı ]ÈıEÚ…Â (10.4 ®…“
X 2.1 ®…“) ®…Â |… i… ¥…M…« ®…“]ıÆ˙ E‰Ú  ±…B 9.2 EÚ“ n˘Æ˙ ®…Â ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* |… i…
 n˘x… 3-5% {……x…“ EÚ…  ¥… x…®…™…  EÚ™…… V……x…… ΩË˛* {……x…“ EÚ“ ±…¥…h…i……, i……{…®……x…, pH +…ËÆ˙
S……±…EÚi…… GÚ®…∂…: 35-38 ppt, 28-30°C, 7.7-8.0 +…ËÆ˙ -40 ∫…‰ -75 EÚ…™…®… Æ˙J……
V……x…… ΩË˛* v…Æ˙…i…±… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â x…n˘“ EÚ…
 ∫…EÚi…… ={…™…÷Ci…  EÚ™…… V……x…… ΩË˛* V…“¥……Â
EÚ…‰ +…Ω˛…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â ∂……®… E‰Ú ∫…®…™…
∫…“{…“ ®…‰Æ‰˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…∫]ı… EÚ… ®……∆∫… {…™……«{i…
®……j…… ®…Â  n˘™…… V……x…… ΩË˛* ±…M…¶…M… 150
 n˘x……Â ®…Â E÷Ú±… V…“¥…®……j…… EÚ… ¶……Æ˙ 4
 EÚ.O……. ∫…‰ 12  EÚ.O……. i…EÚ §…g¯ V……i……
ΩË˛* J……t ∞¸{……∆i…Æ˙h… ±…M…¶…M… BEÚ
 EÚ.O……. ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı E‰Ú  ±…B 4  EÚ.O…….
n‰˘J…… M…™……*∫……v……Æ˙h… b˜…‰Œ±°Úx… EÚ… +…Œh¥…EÚ {…Ω˛S……x…
5i…‰®……ÊEÚ…‰±… ∫…‰ E÷Ú∂…±… ®…i∫™…x… ™……x…
+…±…{{…“ E‰Ú i…]ı“™… ∫l……x……Â E‰Ú {…Æ˙®{…Æ˙…M…i… ®…U÷Ù+…Æ‰˙ ±……‰M… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â EÚ“ J……‰V…
®…Â x…¥…“EÚÆ˙h… ±……x…‰ ®…Â ∫…°Ú±… Ω÷˛B ΩÈ˛* UÙ…‰]‰ı +…x……™… E‰Ú +… ¥…πEÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú §……n˘ ¥…‰ i…‰®……ÊEÚ…‰±…
™……x… E‰Ú  x…®……«h… ®…Â ∫…°Ú±… Ω÷˛B ΩÈ˛* <∫…
+… ¥…πEÚ…Æ˙ ∫…‰ =xΩÂ˛ J……±…“ ∫…®…™… ®…Â +…™…
EÚ®……x…‰ EÚ… +¥…∫…Æ˙ J…÷±…… M…™…… ΩË˛* n˘…‰
¥…π…« {…Ω˛±…‰ <∫… ™……x… EÚ… EÚSS…… ∞¸{…
|…S… ±…i… l…… +…ËÆ˙ +§… <∫… ®…Â +…¥…∂™…EÚ
{… Æ˙¥…i…«x…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ <x… EÚ“
§…‰b˜…+…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… ¶…“ §…g¯ M…™…“* +§…
{…Æ˙¥…⁄Æ˙ M……ƒ¥… E‰Ú BEÚ P…Æ˙ ®…Â EÚ®… ∫…‰ EÚ®…
n˘…‰ ™……x… n‰˘J…x…‰ EÚ…‰  ®…±…i…‰ ΩÈ˛* <∫… +… ¥…πEÚ…Æ˙ ∫…‰ {…b˜…‰∫…“ M……ƒ¥… E‰Ú ®…U÷Ù+…Æ‰˙ ±……‰M… +…EﬁÚπ]ı
Ω˛…‰ M…B ΩÈ˛* i…‰®……ÊEÚ…‰±… E‰Ú §…b‰˜ +…ËÆ˙ ®……‰]‰ı ]÷ıEÚb‰˜ ±……‰Ω‰˛ E‰Ú n∆˘b˜…Â ∫…‰ f‰¯Æ˙ ±…M……EÚÆ˙ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒ∫…
EÚ“ UÙ b˜™……Â ∫…‰ |…§…±… §…x……EÚÆ˙ 1-1.5 ®…“ EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<«, 2-2.5 ®…“ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ 30-
35 ∫…‰ ®…“ ®……‰]ı…<« ¥……±…‰ ™……x… §…x……B V……i…‰ ΩÈ˛* <∫… i…Æ˙Ω˛ §…x……B M…B ™……x… EÚ…‰ {±……Œ∫]ıEÚ ∂…“]ı
∫…‰ +…¥…ﬁi…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛ i…… EÚ {……x…“ ∫…‰ ¶…“M… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛* BEÚ +…n˘®…“ u˘…Æ˙… {…i…¥……Æ˙
∫…‰ ™…Ω˛ ™……x… S…±……™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* <∫…E‰Ú {… Æ˙S……±…x… E‰Ú  ±…B +…ËÆ˙ EÚ…‰<« |…¶……Æ˙ x…Ω˛” ±…M…
V……i…… ΩË˛*
<∫… ™……x… ®…Â ¥…Ë∂…… ±…¥…±…… x……®…EÚ C±……‰®… V……±…, V……‰ ∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… UÙ…‰]‰ı n‰˘∂…V… ™……x……Â ®…Â
|…™…÷Ci…  EÚB V……x…‰ ¥……±…‰ +…‰π…÷CE÷Ú¥…±…… EÚ… {… Æ˙¥…Ãi…i… ∞¸{… ΩË˛, EÚ… {… Æ˙S……±…x…  EÚ™…… V……i……
ΩË˛* "0' x…®§…Æ˙ x……<±……‰x… v……M…‰ ∫…‰ 28-30  ®… ®…“ V……±…… I… +…EÚ…Æ˙, 300-500 ®…“ EÚ“
±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ 3 ®…“ EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<« ®…Â V……±… §…x……™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* i…]ı“™… I…‰j… ®…Â 5-8 ®…“ EÚ“
M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â ÀS…M…]ı…Â, E‰ÚEÚb˜…Â, UÙ…‰]‰ı ¥…‰±……{…¥…Ãi…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ i…±…®…VV…“ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ {…EÚb˜x…‰ E‰Ú
 ±…B <∫… V……±… EÚ… {… Æ˙S……±…x…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* BEÚ ®…i∫™…x… ™……j…… ®…Â ±…M…¶…M… 300/-
Ø˚{…B EÚ®……™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* ÀS…M…]ı §…b˜“ ®……j…… ®…Â ={…±…§v… Ω˛…‰x…‰ {…Æ˙  n˘x… ®…Â n˘…‰ ™…… i…“x…
§……Æ˙ {…EÚb˜ E‰Ú  ±…B V……i…… ΩË˛* ™……x… EÚ“ ±……M…i… ±…M…¶…M… 1500-2000 Ø˚{…B +…ËÆ˙ V……±…
E‰Ú ±…B 5000-8000 Ø˚{…B ±…M… V……i…“ ΩË˛* <∫… ™……x… EÚ… +… ¥…πEÚ…Æ˙ EÚ…®… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰x…‰
¥……±…‰ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ +i™… v…i… =i∫…… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ +…™… EÚ®……x…‰ E‰Ú +SU‰Ù ={……™…
E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â |…S… ±…i… Ω˛…‰i…… Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛* (¥…‰±……{…¥…i…‘ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…¶……M…)
¥…Æ˙n˘…x… §…x… M…™…… + ¶…∂……{…
∫®…⁄i… §…ËCb˜ §±……‰ °Ú∂… ±……‰M……‰∫…‰°Ú…±…∫… <x…‰Ã®…∫…, E‰ÚÆ˙±… ®…Â ∫l……x…“™… ∞¸{… ∫…‰ ""EÚb˜±… ®……GÚ“''
(∫…®…÷p˘“ ®…Âb˜EÚ) EÚΩ˛… V……i…… ΩË˛,  {…UÙ±…‰ ®…Ω˛“x…‰ i…EÚ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â x…÷EÚ∫……x… {…Ω÷ƒ˛S……i…‰ l…‰*
+§… <∫… V…… i… ®…UÙ±…“ EÚ“ ∂…C™…i…… {…Ω˛S……x…x…‰ {…Æ˙ ™…Ω˛ ={…™……‰M…“ §…x… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…®…÷p˘“
J……t EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…“ ®…Â BEÚ x…™…“ ®…n˘ Ω˛…‰ M…™…“*
E‰ÚÆ˙±… i…]ı E‰Ú ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…‰C]ıÆ˙ ®…Â ∫®…⁄i… §…ËCb˜ §±……‰ °Ú∂… ±……M……‰∫…‰°Ú…±…∫… <x…‰Ã®…∫… u˘…Æ˙…
+i™…∆i… §…b˜…  ¥…x……∂… {…Ω÷ƒ˛S……™…… M…™…… ΩË˛*  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ 2005 i…EÚ ™…Ω˛ ®…UÙ±…“ ®…i∫™…x… V……±…
i……‰b˜EÚÆ˙  ¥…EﬁÚi… EÚÆ˙i…“ l…“ +…ËÆ˙ <∫… ¥…V…Ω˛ ∫…‰ {…J… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ EÚ¥…S… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…
§…S……¥… +…ËÆ˙ +∆M…-¶…∆M… Ω˛…‰i…… l……* <∫… EÚ…Æ˙h… ∫…‰ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ §…b˜… +…Ãl…EÚ x…π]ı ¶…“ Ω÷˛+…
l……* ™…Ω˛ Ω˛…±…i… ∫…÷±…Z……x…‰ EÚ… BEÚ ={……™… <xΩÂ˛ V…“¥…∆i… Œ∫l… i… ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â ¥……{…∫… x…Ω˛”
UÙ…‰b˜x…… l……* ±…‰ EÚx… i…]ı {…Æ˙ ±……x…… +…ËÆ˙ ¶…“ ®…÷∂… EÚ±… Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â Ω˛“ UÙ…‰b˜
n‰˘i…… Æ˙Ω˛…* §……n˘ ®…Â V…x…¥…Æ˙“, 2006 ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ˙ ∫…⁄J…“ ®…UÙ±…“ E‰Ú  ¥…{…h…x… ®…Â <∫… ®…UÙ±…“ EÚ“
∫……v™…i…… {…Ω˛S……x…“ M…™…“  V…∫…E‰Ú °Ú±…∫¥…∞¸{… <∫…EÚ“ §…b˜“ ®……∆M… ¶…“ Ω˛…‰x…‰ ±…M…“* +§… 50
 EÚ.O……. ®…UÙ±…“ E‰Ú BEÚ §…C∫… E‰Ú ±…B {…EÚb˜ EÂÚp˘ ®…Â 200/- ∫…‰ 400/- Ø˚{…B i…EÚ n˘…®…
 ®…±…i…… ΩË˛* ∫…÷J……B V……x…‰ ¥……±…‰ ∫l……x……Â ®…Â <x…EÚ“ i¥…S……,  ∫…Æ˙, =n˘Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ +…∆i… Æ˙EÚ ¶……M…
 x…EÚ…±…EÚÆ˙ x…®…EÚ b˜…±…EÚÆ˙ ∫…⁄™…«i…{…x…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* ∫…÷J……B M…B =i{……n˘ EÚ…‰ i… ®…±…x……b⁄˜
i…‰®……ÊEÚ…‰±… ∫…‰  x…Ã®…i… ®…i∫™…x… ™……x…
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â =i{…… n˘i… x…“±… b˜…®…∫…‰±…
 Ω˛{{……‰EÚ…®{…∫… ®……‰ºx…“EÚ“
E‰Ú §……W……Æ˙…Â ®…Â ¶…‰V…  n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*  x…EÚ…±…‰ M…B  ∫…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ +x™… ¶……M… ¶…“ +±…M… ∞¸{… ∫…‰
x…®…EÚ b˜…±…EÚÆ˙ ∫…⁄™…«i…{…x… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú =¥…«Æ˙ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â ={…™…÷Ci…  EÚB V……i…‰ ΩÈ˛* {…÷ i…™……{{…… E‰Ú
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ∫…⁄ S…i…  EÚ™……  EÚ {…Ω˛±…‰ ¥…‰ ™…Ω˛ ®…UÙ±…“ J……i…‰ l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ +§… x…Ω˛”* =x…EÚ…
™…Ω˛  ¥…∂¥……∫… ΩË˛  EÚ <∫… ®…UÙ±…“ u˘…Æ˙… Ω÷˛B x…π]ı EÚ“ I… i…{…⁄Ãi… ∫…÷J……™…“ M…™…“ ®…UÙ±…“ E‰Ú +…™…
∫…‰ EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛* (¥…‰±……{…¥…i…‘ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…¶……M…)
®…∆b˜{…®… ®…Â §±…⁄ b˜…®…∫…‰±… ({……‰®……∫…‰x]≈ı∫… ∫…“Ø˚±…∫…) EÚ… |…V…x…x…
®…∆b˜{…®… EÚ“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â §±…⁄
b˜…®…∫…‰±… E‰Ú {……∆S… §…ËS… EÚ… |…V…x…x…
∫…°Ú±… ∞¸{… ∫…‰  EÚ™…… M…™……* Àb˜¶…EÚ
{……±…x… E‰Ú ±…B "Ω˛Æ˙…{……x…“ i…EÚx…“EÚ'
(O…“x…¥……]ıÆ˙ i…EÚx…“EÚ) |…™…÷Ci…  EÚ™……
M…™……* |……Æ∆˙¶… ®…Â J……t E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â
EÚ…‰{…“{……‰b˜ x……‰{±…“ +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘
Æ˙…‰ ]ı°ÚÆ˙ •…… EÚ™……‰x…∫… Æ˙…‰]ıŒxb˜°Ú…‰Ã®…∫…
+…ËÆ˙ ∫°÷Ú]ıx… Ω÷˛B +…]ı‘ ®…™…… x……‰{±…“
 n˘B M…B* ∞¸{……∆i…Æ˙h… EÚ“ +¥… v… 22-
30  n˘¥…∫… l…“* (∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x… |…¶……M…)
{……EÚ ={…∫……M…Æ˙ E‰Ú i…]ı ∫…‰ V……{……x…“ ∫…®…÷p˘“ P……‰b˜…  Ω˛{{……‰EÚ…®{…∫… ®……‰ºx…“EÚ“
EÚ“ |…l…®… |……Œ{i…
{……EÚ ={…∫……M…Æ˙ i…]ı E‰Ú ®…÷Œ±±…®…÷x…Ë ∫…‰ ±…M…¶…M… 6 ®…“ EÚ“
M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ∫…‰ BEÚ ®……n˘… V…… i… V……{……x…“ ∫…®…÷p˘“ P……‰b‰˜
 Ω˛{{……‰EÚ…®{…∫… ®……‰ºx…“EÚ“ (70  ®….®…“. EÚ“ ®……x…EÚ ±…∆§……<«)
EÚ…‰ |……{i… Ω÷˛+…* UÙ…‰]‰ı |……‰l… (3.3  ∫…Æ˙ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<«),
™…÷M®… M……±… ∂…⁄±… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…÷∫{…π]ı x…‰j… ∂…⁄±… <∫… EÚ“  ¥…∂…‰π…i……B∆
l…”* ∂…“π…« ¶……M… ®…Â {……∆S… UÙ…‰]‰ı |…I…‰{… ΩÈ˛* ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙ ®…Â UÙ…‰]‰ı
UÙ…‰]‰ı ∂…⁄±… Ω˛…‰i…‰ ΩÈ˛* ∫i…∆¶… ¥…±…™… 1,4,7 +…ËÆ˙ {…⁄ƒUÙ
¥…±…™… 4,8,11 +…ËÆ˙ 14 E‰Ú ∂…⁄±… §…b‰˜ ΩÈ˛* +∆∫… {…J… Æ‰˙
(12) +…ËÆ˙ {…ﬁπ]ı {…J… Æ‰˙ (14) 2+1 ∫i…∆¶… ¥…±…™… ∫…‰
+…¥…ﬁi… ΩÈ˛* i……W…‰ x…®…⁄x…‰ EÚ… Æ∆˙M… {…“i… Ω˛Æ˙… ΩË˛* BS….
®……‰ºx…“EÚ“ EÚ…‰ J…i…Æ‰˙ ®…Â {…b˜ M…™…“ V…… i…™……Â EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…“ ®…Â
V……‰b˜… M…™…… ΩË˛ (IUCN, 2004) ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h… {…⁄¥…«
¶……M… E‰Ú {……EÚ ={…∫……M…Æ˙ ®…Â <∫… V…… i… EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i…
<∫…E‰Ú {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ“ o˘Œπ]ı ∫…‰ Æ˙…‰S…EÚ ΩË˛* x…®…⁄x…‰ EÚ…‰  ¥…Àπ…√V…®… E‰Ú ∫…∆O…Ω˛…±…™… (EËÚ]ı±……‰M… ∫…∆.
146) ®…Â Æ˙J…… M…™…… ΩË˛* {…™……«¥…Æ˙h… B¥…∆ ¥…x… ®…∆j……±…™… EÚ“  x… v…§…r˘ |……™……‰ V…i… +x…÷∫…∆v……x…
{… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… E‰Ú ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… EÚ…™…« ®…Â <∫… x…®…⁄x…‰ EÚ…‰ |……{i… Ω÷˛+…* ( ¥…Àπ…√V…®… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘)
+±¥…… °Ú… ∫…B]ı… ®…Â §…™……‰BC]ı“¥… ®……‰<]ı“∫… EÚ… {…Ω˛S……x…
+±¥…… °Ú… ∫…B]ı… E‰Ú V…Ë¥… ∫… GÚ™… J…∆b˜ EÚ… ∫…∆Æ˙S…x……i®…EÚ  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… EÚÆ˙x…‰ {…Æ˙ <∫…®…Â
+…‰C]ı…b‰˜EÚ-1-<x……‰™…±……‰C∫…<«i…Ë±… {……±… ®…]¬ı]‰ı EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… +…ËÆ˙ COOC2H2O CH =
CH - ®……‰<]ı“ +…ËÆ˙ ®…“i……<±…§…‰x∫……‰i…™……∫……‰±… < ®…x… |…®…÷J… §…™……‰BC]ı“¥… i…i¥… ¥™…Ci… Ω˛…‰ M…B*
({…“ Bx… {…“ |…¶……M…)
§…… ∫…±…∫…  ±…S…‰ x…°Ú…‰Ã®…∫… MTCC 6824 ∫…‰ +… ∫…b˜ °Ú…‰∫…°Ú]‰ı∫… EÚ…
∂…÷r˘“EÚÆ˙h… +…ËÆ˙ ±…I…h… ¥…h…«x…
§…… ∫…±…∫…  ±…S…‰ x…°Ú…‰Ã®…∫… MTCC 6824 ∫…‰ +… ∫…b˜ °Ú…‰∫…°‰Ú]ı EÚ… ∂…÷r˘“EÚÆ˙h…  EÚ™……
M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ ∂…÷r˘  EÚB M…B J…∆b˜ EÚ“ Bx…W……<®… M… i… ¥… v… pH 5.5 +…ËÆ˙ 39ºC ®…Â 24.6
X 106 phu/gm n‰˘J…… M…™……*
6®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ ∫…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫i… x…™……Â EÚ… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h…
®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ i…]ı ∫…‰ ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  i… ®…M…h… EÚ“
n˘…‰ V…… i…™……Â (<xb˜…‰-{…∫… °ÚEÚ Ω˛®{…§…ËCb˜
b˜…‰Œ±°Úx…, ∫……Ë∫…… S……<x…‰Œx∫…∫… +…ËÆ˙
 °Úx…±…‰∫… {……‰Æ˙{……‰<∫…,  x…™……‰°Ú…‰∫…“x……
°Ú…‰∫…“x……‰<b˜∫…) E‰Ú 12 V…“¥……Â ∫…‰ >i…EÚ
E‰Ú x…®…⁄x…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ˙ mtDNA |…¥…v…«x… +…ËÆ˙
{…“ ∫…“ +…Æ˙ =i{……n˘…Â EÚ… (∫……<]ı…‰GÚ…‰®… §…“ +…ËÆ˙
EÚx]≈ı…‰±… Æ˙“ V…™…x…) +x…÷GÚ®…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ¶……Æ˙i…“™…
∫…®…÷p˘…Â ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫i… x…™……Â EÚ“ J……‰V… E‰Ú ¶……M… E‰Ú
∞¸{… ®…Â ™…Ω˛ EÚ…™…«  EÚ™…… M…™……* ({…“ Bx… {…“ |…¶……M…
+…ËÆ˙ B°Ú <« B®… |…¶……M…)
"" ∂…EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ±…“'' +§… ¶…“ S……±…⁄ ....
∂…“π…«{……n˘…Â {…Æ˙ ∫®…⁄i… §…ËCb˜ §±……‰  °Ú∂… (±……M……‰∫…‰°Ú…±…∫…
<x…‰Ã®…∫…) E‰Ú +…GÚ®…h… ∫…‰  x…™……«i… =t…‰M… ®…Â §…b˜…
x…π]ı Ω÷˛+… ΩË˛* <∫… ®…UÙ±…“ E‰Ú +…GÚ®…h… ∫…‰ Œ∫C¥…b˜,
EÚ]ı±… °Ú∂… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…‰°Ú…±……‰{……‰b˜  ¥…EﬁÚi… Ω˛…‰ V……x…‰ ∫…‰
<x… EÚ… EÚ®… §……W……Æ˙ ¶……¥…  ®…±…i…… ΩË˛* <∫… EÚ…Æ˙h… ∫…‰
 {…UÙ±…‰ ¥…π…« EÚ“ +{…‰I…… +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙- n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙, 2005
EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â ∂…“π…«{……n˘ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â =±±…‰J…x…“™…
P…]ıi…“ Ω÷˛<« ΩË˛*
∫EÚ…‰®§…Æ˙…‰<b˜∫… EÚ®…‰∫……Ê x…™……x…∫… EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙“ {…EÚb˜
S…‰z…<« i…]ı ∫…‰ +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ 2005 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… EÚ…∆]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙ ∫…‰ 3.8 ]ıx… ∫EÚ…‰®§…Æ˙…‰<b˜∫…
EÚ®…‰∫…… Ê x…™……x…∫… EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙“ {…EÚb˜ Ω÷ ˛<«*
∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… ∫…÷Æ˙®…<« +…ËÆ˙ EËÚÆ˙…xC∫… E‰Ú  ±…B
EÚ…∆]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙ EÚ… {… Æ˙S……±…x…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛,
±…‰ EÚx… +§… <∫…  M…+Æ˙ ∫…‰ B∫…. EÚ®…‰∫……Ê x…™……x…∫…
EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙“ {…EÚb˜ Ω÷˛<« ΩË˛* EÚ…‰¥…±…®… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
EÂÚp˘ ®…Â 15,16,17,18 +…ËÆ˙ 19 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙,
2005 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… B∫…. EÚ®…‰∫……Ê x…™……x…∫… EÚ“
¶……Æ˙“ {…EÚb˜ Ω÷˛<«* |… i…  EÚ±……‰O……®… EÚ…‰ 40/- Ø˚{…B EÚ…‰ {…EÚb˜ §…‰S…“ M…™…“* (®…p˘…∫…
+x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘)
 ®… x…EÚ…‰™… ®…Â 9.25  EÚ.O……®… ¶……Æ˙ ¥……±…… Œ∫EÚ{…V…ËEÚ
 ®… x…EÚ…‰™… ®…Â 29 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙, 2005 EÚ…‰ 74 ∫…‰ ®…“ ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ 9.250  EÚ.O……. ¶……Æ˙ ¥……±…‰
EËÚ]ı∫…÷+…‰x…∫… {…‰±…… ®…∫… EÚ…‰ ¥… b˜∂… Æ˙VV…÷ u˘…Æ˙… {…EÚb˜… M…™……*  {…UÙ±…‰ 5 ¥…π……Á E‰Ú +∆n˘Æ˙ 74
∫…‰ ®…“ ±…∆§……<« E‰Ú Œ∫EÚ{…V…ËEÚ E‰Ú +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ“  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ x…Ω˛” EÚ“ M…™…“ ΩÈ˛* |……Ëg¯i…… E‰Ú {……∆S…¥……∆
∫i…Æ˙ E‰Ú x…Æ˙ V…… i… ®…UÙ±…“ EÚ… {…‰]ı J……±…“ l……* ( ®… x…EÚ…‰™… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘)
Ω˛®{…§…ËCb˜ b˜…‰Œ±°Úx…
EÚ]ı±… °Ú∂… {…Æ˙ ""{…°ÚÆ˙ n∆˘∂…x…'
∫EÚ…‰®§…Æ˙…‰<b˜∫… EÚ®…‰∫……Ê x…™……x…∫…
b˜…Ï. (∏…“®…i…“) V……‰∫…±…“x… V……‰∫… b˜…Ï. ®…∆M…±……
Æ˙…™…, ®…Ω˛…  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ, ¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {…, x…<«
 n˘±±…“ ∫…‰ {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙ EÚÆ˙i…“ Ω÷˛<«
 °Úx…±…‰∫… {……‰Æ˙{……‰<∫…
∂…Ë I…EÚ ∫…®……S……Æ˙
{…“ BS…. b˜“. ={…… v…
+v™…‰i…… ®……M…«n˘∂…«EÚ  l…∫…“∫… EÚ…  ¥…π…™…  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…
∏…“®…i…“ V…⁄ ±…™…]ı b˜…Ï.+…Æ˙. ∫…i™…n˘…∫… i…]ı“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x… ®…Â ∫…“ +…< B°Ú <«
V……‰∫…°Ú §… Ω˛®…÷«J…i…… EÚ…
+…Ãl…EÚ  ¥…∂±…‰π…h…
E÷Ú®……Æ˙“ ±…i…… B®….B®…. b˜…Ï. ¥…“. S…Œxp˘EÚ… ∫…®…÷p˘“ V…±…EﬁÚ π… i……±……§……Â EÚ…‰S…“x…
E‰Ú x……‰x…-]ı¨⁄§…Æ˙E÷Ú±……‰∫…  ¥…Y……x… B¥…∆
§…ËC]ı“ Æ˙™…… EÚ… {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“
∂…Æ˙“Æ˙  ¥…Y……x…  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…
∏…“®…i…“ b˜… ±…™…… b˜…Ï. Bx….V…“.E‰Ú.  ®… x…EÚ…‰™… u˘“{…,
∫…⁄∫…x… ¥…M…‘∫…  {…±±…Ë ±…I…u˘“{… E‰Ú ®……GÚ…‰§…‰xi……‰∫… -¥…Ω˛“-
∏…“®…i…“  V…V……‰ b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.∫…“. V……‰V…« ¶……Æ˙i…“™… J……t ∂…÷ŒCi… E‰ÚÆ˙±…
<]⁄ı{… GÚ…∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı™…… ®……b≈˜…∫…‰Œx∫…∫…  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…





BEÚ UÙ…j… x…‰ ∫…“ +…< B°Ú <« E‰Ú {…“ BS….b˜“. (∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x…) EÚ…™…«GÚ®… E‰Ú  ±…B +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙
2005 ®…Â ∫…∆∫l……x… ®…Â EÚ…™…«O…Ω˛h…  EÚ™……*
x…B ®……x…
x…™…“ {…Æ˙…®…∂…« {… Æ˙™……‰V…x……
®…‰∫…‰∫…« V…“ B®… +…Æ˙ Bx…V…‘  ±… ®…]ıb˜, ®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ x…‰ 220 B®… b˜Œ§±…™…⁄ §……V…« ®……=x]ıb˜ {…¥…Æ˙
{±……x]ı E‰Ú {……∫… |…n⁄˘π…h… ®……Ïx…“]ıÆ˙x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ… S……Ël…‰ ¥…π…« EÚ… {…Æ˙…®…∂…« EÚ…™…« +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
EÚ…‰ ∫……È{……  n˘™……* +…`ˆ ®…Ω˛“x…‰ E‰Ú {…Æ˙…®…∂…« EÚ…™…« ®…Â {…¥…Æ˙ {±……x]ı ∫…‰ §…Ω˛EÚÆ˙ +…x…‰ ¥……±…‰
 ¥…∫…V™……Á E‰Ú ∫…∆P……i… EÚ…  x…v……«Æ˙h… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ®…… Ω˛EÚ x…®…⁄x…… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… +…ËÆ˙  ¥…∂±…‰π…h…
EÚ…™…« ∫…Œ®®… ±…i… ΩÈ˛* +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘ EÚ…‰ i…x…“Æ˙ ¶…¥…“ {…¥…Æ˙ {±……x]ı E‰Ú  x…EÚ…∫… ∫l……x… E‰Ú
i…]ı“™… +…¥……∫……Â E‰Ú V……‰ J…®… EÚ“ ∫……v™…i……+…Â
{…Æ˙ ∫…⁄S…x…… n˘“ V……x…“ ΩË˛*
{…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙/®……x™…i……B∆
b˜…Ï. (∏…“®…i…“) V……‰∫…±…“x… V……‰∫…, ¥… Æ˙π ˆ` ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
EÚ…‰ "§±…⁄ Œ∫¥…®®…Æ˙ GÚ…§…' {……‰]⁄«ıx…∫… {…‰±…… V…EÚ∫…
E‰Ú  ¥…EÚ…∫… EÚ“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ®…Â
™……‰M…n˘…x… n‰˘x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B B ∂…™…x… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆P…
EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∂……J…… u˘…Æ˙… ∫l…… {…i… |……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙
]ı“.V…‰. {……∆ b˜™…x… +…ËÆ˙ |……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙ B.V…‰. ®……]¬ı]ı“
|…l…®… {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ 2005 |……{i… Ω÷˛+…*
b˜…Ï.  ¥… {…x…E÷Ú®……Æ˙ ¥…“.{…“., ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (B∫…
B∫…), B∫… <« <« ]ı“ ]ı“ |…¶……M…, ∫…“ B®… B°Ú
+…Æ˙ +…<, EÚ…‰S…“x… x…‰ ""Ω˛ Æ˙i… ∫…‰  x…i™…Ω˛ Æ˙i…
 ¥…∫i……Æ˙  ∂…I…… EÚ“ S…÷x……ËŒii…™……ƒ''  ¥…π…™… {…Æ˙
 ¥…∫i……Æ˙  ∂…I…… EÚ… ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…∆P… u˘…Æ˙…
∫l…… {…i… ™…÷¥…… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙
=iEﬁÚπ]ı ±…‰J… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ V…“i…
 ±…B* ¶……Æ˙i…“™… EﬁÚ π… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x…
(+…< B +…Æ˙ +…<), x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â 15-
17  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙, 2005 EÚ…‰ +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ…™…«GÚ®…
®…Â b˜…Ï. V…“.  j…¥…‰n˘“,  ¥…∫i……Æ˙  ∂…I…… ®…Â +∆i…Æ˙…«π]≈ı“™…
 ¥…∂…‰π…Y… x…‰ b˜…Ï. +…Æ˙. {…Æ˙∂…n˘, ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ ®…Ω˛…
 x…n‰˘∂…EÚ (EﬁÚ π…  ¥…∫i……Æ˙), ¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {… i…l……
+v™…I…,  ¥…∫i……Æ˙  ∂…I…… EÚ… ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…∆P… EÚ“
={…Œ∫l… i… ®…Â {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ |…n˘…x…  EÚB*
b˜…Ï. V……‰V…« V…‰.{…“., |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ x…‰ ÀΩ˛n˘“ ®…Â
=iEﬁÚπ]ı ±…‰J… ""¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â ®……∆O……‰¥… V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i……,
b˜…Ï.  ¥… {…x…E÷Ú®……Æ˙ ¥…“.{…“.  ¥…∫i……Æ˙  ∂…I…… EÚ… ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…∆P… EÚ…
""™…÷¥…… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙'' x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â b˜…Ï. V…“.  j…¥…‰n˘“, ∫…‰ |……{i…
EÚÆ˙i…‰ Ω÷˛B* b˜…Ï. +…Æ˙. {…Æ˙∂…n˘ (+v™…I…,  ¥…∫i……Æ˙  ∂…I…… EÚ… ¶……Æ˙i…“™…
∫…∆P… B¥…∆ ∫…Ω˛…. ®…Ω˛…  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ,  ¥…∫i……Æ˙, ¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {…) +…ËÆ˙
|……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙ (b˜…Ï.) §……±…n‰˘¥… À∫…Ω˛ (∫… S…¥…, +…< B∫… <« <«) ¶…“ ={…Œ∫l…i…
b˜…Ï. V……‰V…« V…‰.{…“., |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ ∏…“
∏…“|…EÚ…∂… V…Ë∫…¥……±…, ®……x…x…“™… M…ﬁΩ˛ Æ˙…V™…
®…∆j…“ ∫…‰ {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ |……{i… EÚÆ˙i…‰ Ω÷˛B
7®…⁄ii…E÷Úz…®… ®…Â EÚ“Ãi… E÷Úb÷˜®§…∏…“ O…⁄{… §…“V…
Æ˙…‰ {…i… ∂…∆§…÷ Æ˙Œ∫∫…™……ƒ ±…]ıEÚx…‰ EÚ… o˘∂™…
∏…“ E‰Ú.{…“. ∫…i…“∂… S…xp˘x…, B®… B±… B
(i…ﬁCEÚ Æ˙{…÷Æ˙) |… ∂…I…h……Ãl…™……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“
∂…Ë¥……±… (EÚ…{……°Ú…<EÚ∫… +±…¥…Æ‰˙∫…“) EÚ“ §…“V…
∫……®… O…™……ƒ |…n˘…x… EÚÆ˙i…‰ Ω÷˛B
®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… {…Æ˙ ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… ®…Â
+…™……‰ V…i… V…÷±…⁄∫… ®…Â ∫l……x…“™… ∫E⁄Ú±……Â +…ËÆ˙
EÚ…±…‰V……Â E‰Ú UÙ…j……Â EÚ“ ∫…Ω˛¶…… M…i……
¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h…
EÚ…™…«∂……±…… E‰Ú |… i… x… v…M…h…
®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı
{… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… ®…Â b˜…Ï.  n˘±…“{…E÷Ú®……Æ˙,
 x…n‰˘∂…EÚ, ∫…“ +…< B°Ú <« {…÷Œ∫i…EÚ…+…Â EÚ…
 ¥…®……‰S…x… EÚÆ˙i…‰ Ω÷˛B
{… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… +…ËÆ˙ |…§…∆v…x…'' E‰Ú  ±…B EÂÚp˘“™… ∫… S…¥……±…™… ÀΩ˛n˘“ {… Æ˙π…n˘, x…<«  n˘±±…“ EÚ…
{…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙'' |……{i…  EÚ™……*  n˘x……∆EÚ 18.11.2005 EÚ…‰ x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ…™…«GÚ®…
®…Â ∏…“ ∏…“|…EÚ…∂… V…‰∫…¥……±…, ®……x…x…“™… Æ˙…V™… ®…∆j…“, M…ﬁΩ˛ ®…∆j……±…™… x…‰ ∫…®®……x… {…j…, x…EÚn˘
{…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙, ∂…“±b˜ +…ËÆ˙ +∆M… ¥…∫j… |…n˘…x…  EÚB*
b˜…Ï. {…“.E‰Ú. EﬁÚπh…E÷Ú®……Æ˙ B¥…∆ ]ı“®… EÚ…‰ ""¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú {…⁄¥…« +…ËÆ˙ {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ®…Â x…n˘“ §…Ω˛…¥… E‰Ú
{… Æ˙¥…i…«x… ∫…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘ EÚ“ §…™……‰ V…™……‰E‰Ú ®…∫]≈ı“ +…ËÆ˙ =i{……n˘EÚi…… ®…Â Ω˛…‰x…‰¥……±…… ∫…∆P……i…'' ∂…“π…«EÚ
E‰Ú ±…‰J… EÚ…‰ §……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… 7 ¥……∆ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ °Ú…‰Æ˙®… ®…Â §…‰∫]ı {……‰∫]ıÆ˙ {…‰{…Æ˙
- 2005 {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ |……{i… Ω÷˛+…*
∫GÚ…‰±… +…Ï°Ú +…Ïx…Æ˙
b˜…Ï. b˜“.§…“. V…‰®∫…, ∫…‰¥…… x…¥…ﬁii… |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ EÚ…‰ ∂…⁄±…S…®…‘ (echinoderms) {…Æ˙
+v™…™…x… ®…Â =x…E‰Ú  ¥…∂…‰π… ™……‰M…n˘…x… E‰Ú  ±…B {…™……«¥…Æ˙h… +…ËÆ˙ ¥…x… ®…∆j……±…™… u˘…Æ˙… ∫GÚ…‰±…
+…Ï°Ú +…Ïx…Æ˙ ∫…®®…… x…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
|……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ Ω˛∫i……∆i…Æ˙h…
x…B I…‰j……Â ®…Â ∂…∆§…÷ {……±…x…
®…÷x…®§…®… x…n˘“ ®…÷J… ®…Â §…b‰˜ {…Ë®……x…‰ ®…Â ∂…∆§…÷ {……±…x… ∂…÷∞¸  EÚ™…… M…™……* ®……‰±…∫EÚ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
|…¶……M… x…‰ {…∂S… V…±… ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…  ¥…EÚ…∫… BV…‰x∫…“ (BFFDA) E‰Ú ∫…Ω˛™……‰M… ∫…‰ <∫… I…‰j… E‰Ú
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú  ±…B 3 |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… +…™……‰ V…i…  EÚB* EÚ…‰]¬ı]÷ı¥…Œ±±…EÚ…b˜ ®…Â 3 +…ËÆ˙
®…⁄ii…E÷Úz…®… ®…Â 5 ®…“ x 5 ®…“ I…‰j…°Ú±… E‰Ú +…`ˆ {……±…x… J…‰i… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ <x… ®…Â BEÚ ®…“ EÚ“
±…∆§……<« EÚ“ 50 Æ˙Œ∫∫…™……ƒ §…‰b˜…+…Â ®…Â §……∆v…“
M…™…“ ΩÈ˛* <∫… =t®… ®…Â ±…M…‰ Ω÷˛B "E÷Úb÷˜®§…∏…“'
O…⁄{… E‰Ú ∫…¶…“ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ x…n˘“ ®…÷J… ®…Â
∂…∆§…÷ {……±…x… E‰Ú  ±…B §…“ B°Ú B°Ú b˜“ B,
BÆ˙h……E÷Ú±…®… x…‰  ¥…ii…“™… ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… n˘“* ∫…∆∫l……x…
EÚ… ®……‰±…∫EÚ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…¶……M… <x… {……±…x…
J…‰i……Â ®…Â {…™……«¥…Æ˙h… P…]ıEÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙ ∂…∆§…÷ =i{……n˘x…
EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h… EÚÆ˙i…… Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛*
J…‰i…“ EÚ…™…« ®…Â ±…M…‰ Ω÷˛B  EÚ∫……x……Â, O……®…“h… ™…÷¥……+…Â +…ËÆ˙ O……®…“h… ®… Ω˛±……+…Â
E‰Ú  ±…B |… ∂…I…h…
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú EﬁÚ π…  ¥…Y……x… EÂÚp˘, x……Æ˙CEÚ±… x…‰ 523 ¥™…ŒCi…™……Â E‰Ú  ±…B 24
|… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… +…™……‰ V…i…  EÚB* |… ∂…I…h… {……`ˆ¨GÚ®……Â +…ËÆ˙  Ω˛i…EÚ… Æ˙™……Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™……
x…“S…‰ n˘“ V……i…“ ΩË˛ : ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ 5-105; EﬁÚ π… 7-188 +…ËÆ˙ M…ﬁΩ˛  ¥…Y……x… 12-230. <x…®…Â
E‰ÚEÚb˜… {……±…x… +…ËÆ˙ ¥…W…x… §…g¯…¥… ®…Â BEÚ |… ∂…I…h… +…ËÆ˙ M…ﬁΩ˛  ¥…Y……x… E‰Ú +∆n˘Æ˙ ÀS…M…]ı
+S……Æ˙ EÚ“ i…Ë™……Æ˙“ {…Æ˙ BEÚ |… ∂…I…h… x…‰Ω˛Ø˚ ™…÷¥…EÚ EÂÚp˘, BÆ˙h……E÷Ú±…®… u˘…Æ˙… |……™……‰ V…i…  EÚ™……
M…™……*
{…b˜z…… ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∂…Ë¥……±… {…Ën˘…¥……Æ˙
{…Æ˙ |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®…
E‰ÚÆ˙±… E‰Ú EÚ…∫…Æ˙M……‰b˜  V…±…… E‰Ú {…b˜z…… ®…Â
 n˘x……∆EÚ 21.12.2005 EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∂…Ë¥……±…
{……±…x… {…Æ˙ |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… +…™……‰ V…i…
 EÚ™…… M…™……* V…±n˘“ §…g¯x…‰ ¥……±…‰ ±……±… ∫…®…÷p˘“
∂…Ë¥……±… EÚ…{……°Ú…<EÚ∫… +±…¥…Æ‰˙∫…“ E‰Ú M…÷h…
+…ËÆ˙ ∂…∆§…÷ E‰Ú ∫……l… <∫…E‰Ú  ®… ∏…i… {……±…x…
+…{…∫…“  ¥… x…®…™… +…ËÆ˙ ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx…
®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… {…Æ˙ EÚ…™…«∂……±……B∆
B®… {…“ <« b˜“ B EÚ“  x… v…§…r˘ {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… ""¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı {…Æ˙ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â E‰Ú
¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙“ |…§…∆v…x… +…ËÆ˙ {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h…'' {…Æ˙ ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷®§…<« ®…Â n˘…‰ EÚ…™…«∂……±……B∆ +…™……‰ V…i…
EÚ“ M…™…“* <∫… EÚ… =n¬˘n‰˘∂™… ®…v™…¥…Ãi…™……Â +…ËÆ˙  EÚ∫……x……Â E‰Ú §…“S… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â E‰Ú
{… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… +…ËÆ˙ +SUÙ“ ®…i∫™…x… x…“ i… E‰Ú
§……Æ‰˙ ®…Â +¥…M……Ω˛ V…M……x…… l……*  n˘x……∆EÚ
21.11. 2005 EÚ…‰ ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h…
EÚ… ∫…∆n‰˘∂… |…S… Æ˙i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ
V…÷±…⁄∫… +…™……‰ V…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……  V…∫…®…Â
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆P……Â E‰Ú x…‰i……, ∫E⁄Ú±… E‰Ú UÙ…j…,
B®… {…“ <« b˜“ B, ∫…“ +…< B°Ú ]ı“ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“
B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú EÚ…Ã®…EÚ…Â x…‰ ¶……M…
 ±…™……*
M…÷V…Æ˙…i… Æ˙…V™… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ…™……«±…™… {… Æ˙∫…Æ˙
®…Â  n˘x……∆EÚ 22-11-2005 EÚ…‰ +…™……‰ V…i…
®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… ®…Â EÂÚp˘“™…
+…ËÆ˙ Æ˙…V™… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫…∆∫l……x……Â, ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
EÚ…±…‰V……Â E‰Ú EÚ…Ã®…EÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ =t…‰M…
E‰Ú |… i… x… v…™……Â x…‰ ¶……M…  ±…™……* ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı
{… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… {…Æ˙ x……Æ˙…  ±…J…‰ M…B {……‰∫]ıÆ˙,
{…÷Œ∫i…EÚ… +…ËÆ˙ Œ∫]ıEÚÆ˙  n˘B M…B* ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…
∫…∆P… E‰Ú +v™…I……Â x…‰  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜™…÷Ci… ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı…Â E‰Ú ∫…∆Æ˙I…h… ®…Â ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ…‰
∫…Ω˛™……‰M… n‰˘x…‰ EÚ… ∂…{…l…  ±…™……* <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú  x…™…®…x……Â E‰Ú EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… E‰Ú +x…÷¥…i…‘ EÚ…™……Á
E‰Ú  ±…B I…‰j…“™… |…§…∆v…x… {… Æ˙π…n˘ EÚ… ∞¸{……™…x…
¶…“  EÚ™…… M…™……*
∫…“ +…< B°Ú <«, ¥…‰Æ˙∫……‰¥…… ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i…
n⁄˘∫…Æ˙“ EÚ…™…«∂……±…… ®…Â {……‰∫]ıÆ˙, {……®°Ú±…‰]ı +…ËÆ˙
Œ∫]ıEÚÆ˙…Â EÚ…  ¥…i…Æ˙h…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙… |… i… x… v…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙
EÚ…Ã®…EÚ…Â E‰Ú ∫……l…  ¥…S……Æ˙  ¥… x…®…™… Ω÷˛+…*
™…Ω˛…ƒ ¶…“  x…™…®…x……Â EÚ“ V……∆S… E‰Ú  ±…B I…‰j…“™…
|…§…∆v…x… {… Æ˙π…n˘ EÚ… ∞¸{……™…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
E‰ÚÆ˙±… E‰Ú EÚ…∫…Æ˙M……‰b˜  V…±…… E‰Ú {…b˜z…… ®…Â Ω˛ Æ˙i… ∂…∆§…÷  EÚ∫……x… ∫…∆P… EÚ…
∞¸{……™…x…
EÚ…∫…Æ˙M……‰b˜ E‰Ú {…b˜z…… ®…Â 21  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ 2005 EÚ…‰ +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â ∏…“ ∫…i…“∂…
S…xp˘x…, B®… B±… B x…‰ |…l…®… ∂…∆§…÷  EÚ∫……x… ∫…∆P… ""Ω˛ Æ˙i… ∂…∆§…÷  EÚ∫……x… ∫…∆P…'' EÚ… =n¬˘P……]ıx…
{…Æ˙ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…Z……™…… M…™……* ∏…“ E‰Ú.{…“. ∫…i…“∂… S…xp˘x…,  ¥…v……x… ∫…¶…… ∫…n˘∫™…
(i…ﬁCEÚ Æ˙{{…⁄Æ˙) x…‰ E÷Ú±… 3000 ∂…∆§…÷  EÚ∫……x……Â ®…Â ∫…‰ S…÷x…‰ M…B 100 ∂…∆§…÷  EÚ∫……x……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“





 EÚ™……* ±…M…¶…M… 300 ∫¥…™…∆ ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ ∫…∆P……Â E‰Ú 3000 ∂…∆§…÷  EÚ∫……x… <∫…®…Â ∫…n˘∫™… ΩÈ˛*
¶……Æ˙i…“™… EﬁÚ π… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… {… Æ˙π…n˘ E‰Ú EÚπ…«EÚ∏…“ {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ ™……x…‰ 2003 |……{i… ∏…“ M…÷±…
®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘ ∫…∆P… E‰Ú +v™…I… +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“®…i…“ ∫…÷§…Ën˘… ∫… S…¥… ΩÈ˛* S……Æ˙ {…∆S……™…i……Â, +…‰Æ˙“, {…b˜z……,
¥…b˜CEÚ…EÚ…b⁄˜ +…ËÆ˙ x…“±…‰∂¥…Æ˙®… E‰Ú +v™…I……Â x…‰ §…v……<« ¶……π…h…  n˘™……* b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.B∫…. ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘,
+v™…I…, B®… B°Ú b˜“ +…ËÆ˙ x…§……b«˜, §…“ B°Ú B°Ú b˜“ B E‰Ú ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ + v…EÚ… Æ˙™……Â x…‰ ¶…“
§…v……<« ¶……π…h…  n˘™……* b˜…Ï. ¥…“. EﬁÚ{……, ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ x…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x… ®…Â ∫…®…‰ EÚi…
{……±…x… E‰Ú ®…Ω˛i¥… {…Æ˙  ¥…¥…Æ˙h…  n˘™……* b˜…Ï. M…÷±…∂…n˘ ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (|….EÚ…‰.) x…‰
 u˘EÚ{……]ı“  EÚ∫……x……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∂…Ë¥……±… EÚ…{……°Ú…<EÚ∫… +±…¥…Æ‰˙∫…“ E‰Ú {…Ën˘…¥……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ |… ∂…I…h…
 n˘™……*
<∫… n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ∂…∆§…÷ {……±…x… ®…Â Ω÷˛B n˘…‰ {… Æ˙πEÚ…Æ˙ ™……x…‰ +v…«-∫¥…S…… ±…i… §…“V… Æ˙…‰{…h… ®…∂…“x… +…ËÆ˙
∂…∆§…÷  x…EÚ…±…/°Ú∫…±… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… BEÚEÚ EÚ… |…n˘∂…«x… +…™……‰ V…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……  V…∫…®…Â ±…M…¶…M…
800  u˘EÚ{……]ı“  EÚ∫……x……Â x…‰ ¶……M…  ±…™……*
 EÚ∫……x… ®…‰±……
V…Ë¥…  EÚ∫……x……Â E‰Ú  Ω˛i……l…« {…x…∆EÚ…b˜ ®…Â ®… Æ˙™……±…™…®… ∫……®…… V…EÚ ∫…∆M…`ˆx… (10 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙),
®…… ±…{…÷Æ˙®… +…ËÆ˙ ¥…Ë{…“x… E‰Ú ÀS…M…]ı  EÚ∫……x……Â EÚ… V…±…EﬁÚ π…  ¥…EÚ…∫… E‰ÚÆ˙±… EÚ…™……«±…™… (15
x…¥…∆§…Æ˙), ¥…®…‘EÚ®{……‰∫]ı {…Æ˙ EﬁÚ π… ¶…¥…x…, i…¥…x…⁄Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫…Ω˛™……‰M… ∫…‰ (8  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙) +…ËÆ˙ x…‰Ω˛∞¸
+…]¬ı∫…« C±…§… +…ËÆ˙ {…÷∫i…EÚ…±…™…, i…]¬ı]ı {…±±…“ E‰Ú ∫…Ω˛™……‰M… ∫…‰ (27  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙) J…÷®¶…“
{…Ën˘…¥……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ EﬁÚ π… ¶…¥…x… {…⁄ j…EÚÆ˙… E‰Ú ∫…Ω˛™……‰M… ∫…‰ (19  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙) {…π…√xEÚ…b˜ ®…Â  (21
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙) +…ËÆ˙ EﬁÚ π… ¶…¥…x…,  EÚπ…√CEÚ®§…±…®… (23  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙) +…ËÆ˙ S…®…‰±…“ {…Ën˘…¥……Æ˙ {…Æ˙
EﬁÚ π… ¶…¥…x…, {…⁄ j…CEÚÆ˙… (22  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙), ®…Â  EÚ∫……x… ®…‰±…… EÚ… +…™……‰V…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
 ¥…Y……x… EÈÚ{…
®…÷¥……]¬ı]÷ı{…÷π…√… E‰Ú {…⁄¥…« ®……Æ˙…b˜“ E‰Ú ¥……‰E‰Ú∂…x…±… Ω˛…™…Æ˙ ∫…‰EÚxb˜Æ˙“ ∫E⁄Ú±… E‰Ú UÙ…j……Â E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ
 ¥…Y……x… EÈÚ{… EÚ… +…™……‰V…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* EÈÚ{… ®…Â J…÷®¶…“ ∫{……Ïx… E‰Ú =i{……n˘x… EÚ… |…n˘∂…«x…
 EÚ™…… M…™……* <∫… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â 27 UÙ…j… +…ËÆ˙ 3 EÚ…Ã®…EÚ…Â x…‰ ¶……M…  ±…™……*
®… Ω˛±…… ®…‰±……
E÷Ú®§…±…∆M…“ ®…Â  ∂…I…… EÂÚp˘, {…±±…÷Ø˚ii…“ E‰Ú ∫…Ω˛™……‰M… ∫…‰ ®… Ω˛±…… ®…‰±…… +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ“ M…™…“*
EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â ®… Ω˛±……+…Â EÚ“ EÚ `ˆx……<« EÚ®… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú §……Æ‰˙ ®…Â S…S……« EÚ“ M…™…“ (22  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
®… Ω˛±…… ∫…‰±… EÚ“ EÚ…™…« ¥… v…™……ƒ
z ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< EÚ“ ®… Ω˛±…… EÚ®…«S…… Æ˙™……Â +…ËÆ˙ UÙ…j……+…Â E‰Ú  ±…B 4.10.2005
EÚ…‰ b˜…Ï. ]ı“.E‰Ú. {…n¬˘®…x……¶…x…, +v™…I…, EËÚx∫…Æ˙ <Œx∫]ı]ı ⁄¨]ı, +®…ﬁi…… <Œx∫]ı]ı ⁄¨]ı +…Ï°Ú
®…‰ b˜EÚ±… ∫…™…x∫… (B +…< B®… B∫…), EÚ…‰SS…“ x…‰ ""•…‰∫]ı EËÚx∫…Æ˙, p÷˘i… {…Ω˛S……x… +…ËÆ˙
<±……V…''  ¥…π…™… {…Æ˙ ¶……π…h…  n˘™……*
+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ 2005 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x…  ¥…∂¥…
¥™……{…EÚ i…… ËÆ˙ {…Æ˙ •… ‰∫]ı EËÚx∫…Æ˙
V……M…∞¸EÚi…… ®…Ω˛“x…… EÚ… {……±…x…  EÚ™……
M…™…… l……* ®… Ω˛±……+…Â EÚ…‰ <∫… Æ˙…‰M…,
<∫…E‰Ú p÷˘i… {…Ω˛S……x… i…l…… <±……V… {…Æ˙
+¥…M……Ω˛ n‰˘x…… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… EÚ… ±…I™… l……*
Æ˙…V…¶……π…… EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x…
±…“{… +…Ï°Ú“∫…  x…n˘∂…«x…
E∆Ú{™…⁄]ıÆ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… ÀΩ˛n˘“ E‰Ú EÚ…™…« ®…Â |…¥…‰M… ±……x…‰ E‰Ú =n¬˘n‰˘∂™… ∫…‰ ∏…“ V…‰. V…™…∂…∆EÚÆ˙, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
(B∫… B∫…) x…‰ ∫…∆∫l……x… E‰Ú B +…Æ˙ +…< B∫… ∫…‰±… ®…Â  n˘x……∆EÚ 4.10.2005 EÚ…‰ ±…“{…
+…Ï°Ú“∫… ∫……‰}]ı¥…‰™…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ LAN ®…Â <∫…E‰Ú |…™……‰M… {…Æ˙  x…n˘∂…«x…  n˘™……* ∫…¶…“ |…¶……M……Â E‰Ú
+v™…I……Â x…‰ <∫… ®…Â ¶……M…  ±…™……*
EÚ…™…«∂……±……
∫…∆∫l……x… E‰Ú +x…÷∫… S…¥…“™… EÚ®…«S…… Æ˙™……Â E‰Ú
 Ω˛i……l…« ∫…“-b˜…EÚ {…Ë∫… ∫…‰x]ıÆ˙, EÚ…‰SS…“ EÚ“
∫…Ω˛…™…i…… ∫…‰ 19-21  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ 2005 E‰Ú
n˘…ËÆ˙…x… i…“x…  n˘¥…∫…“™… ±…“{… +…Ï°Ú“∫…
EÚ…™…«∂……±…… +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ“ M…™…“* EÚ…™…«∂……±……
®…Â ±…“{… +…Ï°Ú“∫… ∫……‰}]ı¥…‰™…Æ˙ EÚ… {… Æ˙S…™…,
§…Ω÷˛¶……π…… ∫…÷ ¥…v……, +x…÷¥……n, ∂…§n˘ EÚ…‰∂… EÚ… |…™……‰M…, LAN E‰Ú b˜…‰C™…÷®…‰x]ı…Â EÚ… ∂…‰™…ÀÆ˙M…
i…l…… ∫…ÕS…M…, {…¥…Æ˙ {……‰<x]ı +… n˘  ¥…π…™……Â {…Æ˙ C±……∫… S…±……B M…B* §……<«∫… EÚ®…«S…… Æ˙™……Â x…‰ <∫…
®…Â ¶……M…  ±…™……*
x… Æ˙… EÚ… ∫… {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙
∏…“ {…“.{…“. S…xp˘∂…‰J…Æ˙x… x……™…Æ˙, =SS… ∏…‰h…“  ±… {…EÚ EÚ…‰ EÚ…‰S…“x… x…M…Æ˙ Æ˙…V…¶……π…… EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x…
∫… ®… i… E‰Ú i…i¥……¥…v……x… ®…Â 13-23  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ 2005 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… +…™……‰ V…i… ÀΩ˛n˘“ {…J…¥……b˜…
∫…®……Æ˙…‰Ω˛ 2005 EÚ“ ÀΩ˛n˘“ ]∆ıEÚh… |… i…™……‰ M…i…… ®…Â i…“∫…Æ˙… {…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ˙ |……{i… Ω÷˛+…*
 x…Æ˙“I…h…
b˜…Ï. ®……‰Ω˛x… ®……‰Ω˛x… V……‰∫…°Ú ®……‰b˜ ™…±…,  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ x…‰ 5.10.2005 EÚ…‰ ∫…∆∫l……x… E‰Ú 5 |…¶……M……Â
®…Â Æ˙…V…¶……π…… EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… EÚ…  x…Æ˙“I…h…  EÚ™……*
Æ˙…V…¶……π…… EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… ∫… ®… i… §…Ë` ˆEÚ
∫…∆∫l……x… EÚ“ Æ˙…V…¶……π…… EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… ∫… ®… i… EÚ“ 67 ¥…” §…Ë` ˆEÚ  n˘x……∆EÚ 6.10.2005 EÚ…‰
∫…∆{…z… Ω÷˛<«* §…Ë` ˆEÚ ®…Â ∫…∆∫l……x… ®…÷J™……±…™… +…ËÆ˙ +v…“x…∫l… EÂÚp˘…Â ®…Â Æ˙…V…¶……π…… EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x…
®…Â Ω÷˛<« |…M… i… EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ∫…÷v……Æ˙ E‰Ú  ±…B +…¥…∂™…EÚ ∫…÷Z……¥…  n˘B M…B*
z ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú ¶…⁄i…{…⁄¥…« |…v……x…®…∆j…“ ∏…“®…i…“ <∆ n˘Æ˙… M……∆v…“ E‰Ú V…x®…  n˘¥…∫… E‰Ú  ∫…±… ∫…±…‰ ®…Â
+…™……‰ V…i… EÚ…Ë®…“ BEÚi…… ∫…{i……Ω˛ (19-25 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙) E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<
E‰Ú ®… Ω˛±…… ∫… ‰±… u˘…Æ˙…  n˘x…… ∆EÚ
22.11.2005 EÚ…‰ +…™……‰ V…i…  EÚB
M…B EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â |……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙ +…x…“
S……CEÚ…‰, +v™…I…, < i…Ω˛…∫…  ¥…¶……M…,
∫…‰x]ı i…‰Æ‰˙∫……∫… EÚ…±…‰V…, BÆ˙h……E÷Ú±…®…
x…‰ ""¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…®……V… ®…Â ®… Ω˛±……+…Â EÚ“
|…v……x…i…… +…ËÆ˙ Æ˙…π]≈ı  x…®……«h… ®…Â =x…EÚ“
¶…⁄ ®…EÚ…''  ¥…π…™… {…Æ˙ ¶……π…h…  n˘™……*
|…®…÷J…  n˘¥…∫……Â EÚ… {……±…x…
®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â 7 ∫…‰ 11 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ∫…i…E«Úi…… V……M…∞¸EÚi…… ∫…{i……Ω˛ EÚ…
{……±…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â 19 ∫…‰ 25 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ∫……®|…n˘… ™…EÚ ∫…n¬˘¶……¥…x…… + ¶…™……x…
+…ËÆ˙  x… v… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… ∫…{i……Ω˛ +…™……‰ V…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……* <∫… n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… EÚ…™……Á E‰Ú  ±…B
EÂÚp˘ E‰Ú EÚ®…«S…… Æ˙™……Â ∫…‰ 2530/- Ø˚{…B ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
9∫……=l… §…“S… Æ˙…‰b˜, ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ®…Â
|…™……‰M…∂……±…… ¥… EÚ…™……«±…™… ®…EÚ…x…
EﬁÚ  ¥… E‰Ú E‰Ú Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… EÚx¥…‰x∂…x… |…n˘∂…«x…“ ®…Â ∫…“
B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< {…¥… ±…™…x… ®…Â |… i… x… v…™……Â
EÚ…  x…Æ˙“I…h…
M…ﬁΩ˛…∆n˘Æ˙ P…]ıx……B∆
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ®…Â |…™……‰M…∂……±…… ¥…
EÚ…™……«±…™… ®…EÚ…x…
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ∫……=l… §…“S… Æ˙…‰c˜ ®…Â +x…÷∫…∆v……x…
EÂÚp˘ E‰Ú  ±…B  x…Ã®…i… |…™……‰M…∂……±…… ¥…
EÚ…™……«±…™… ®…EÚ…x… EÚ… =n¬˘P……]ıx… 5  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙
EÚ…‰ ∫…∆{…z… Ω÷˛+…*
∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… +…ËÆ˙ V…±…V…“¥…∂……±……
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< ®…÷J™……±…™… EÚ“ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… +…ËÆ˙ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… V…±…V…“¥…∂……±……
®…Â ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z… i…]ı…Â ∫…‰ ∫…∆O… Ω˛i… ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙ V…“¥……Â EÚ“ 40 V…… i…™……Â EÚ…‰ |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ
¥……i……¥…Æ˙h… ∫…V……B M…B 20 ∫…‰ W™……n˘… M±……∫… ]ÈıEÚ…Â ®…Â Æ˙J…… M…™…… ΩË˛* <x… ®…Â EÚ<« V…… i… V…“¥…
V…Ë∫…‰ i…“x…  S…Œii…™……ƒ ¥……±…… b˜…®…∫…‰±… b˜… ∫…±…∫… ]≈ı…<®……C™…÷±…‰]ı∫…, x…“±… b˜…®…∫…‰±… {……‰®……∫…‰x]≈ı∫…
∫…“Ø˚±…∫…, C±……=x… ®…UÙ±…“ +…®°Ú“ |…™……‰x… +…‰∫…‰±…… Æ˙∫… x…‰ ]ÈıEÚ…Â ®…Â EÚ<« §……Æ˙ |…V…x…x…  EÚ™……
ΩË˛* Àb˜¶…EÚ {……±…x… E‰Ú +… v…EÚ… Æ˙EÚ ∫i…Æ˙…Â EÚ… ®……x…EÚ“EÚÆ˙h…  EÚ™…… V…… Æ˙Ω˛… ΩË˛*
x…B |…¶……M……v™…I… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â EÚ…™…«¶……Æ˙
z b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.E‰Ú.  ¥…V…™…x…, ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ - ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙ GÚ™……  ¥…Y……x…, {……‰π…h… +…ËÆ˙ Æ˙…‰M… ¥…Y……x…
|…¶……M…, ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< - 13 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙
|…n˘∂…« x…™……Â ®…Â ∫…Ω˛¶…… M…i……
z EÚ…‰S…“x… ®…Â ∫¥…n‰˘∂…“  ¥…Y……x… + ¶…™……x…  ¥…Y……x… ®…‰±…… E‰Ú  ∫…±… ∫…±…‰ ®…Â 15-20
+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ 2005 EÚ…‰ |……n˘∂…«x…“ EÚ…
+…™……‰V…x…
z EﬁÚ π…  ¥…Y……x… EÂÚp˘…Â E‰Ú Æ˙…π]≈ı“™…
EÚx¥…‰x∂…x… E‰Ú  ∫…±… ∫…±…‰ ®…Â x…<«
 n˘±±…“ ®…Â 27-28 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ 2005
EÚ…‰ ∫…⁄S…x…… |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ {…Æ˙ ∫…“ B®…
B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< EÚ“ |…n˘∂…«x…“ EÚ…
+…™……‰V…x…
z EÚx……«]ıEÚ {…∂…÷ S… EÚi∫…… {…∂…÷ B¥…∆
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“  ¥…Y……x…  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…, §……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… 7 ¥……∆ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ °Ú…‰Æ˙®…




z b˜…Ï. B∫….B±…. ®…‰Ω˛i……, E÷Ú±…{… i…, ®…Ω˛…Æ˙…h……|…i……{… EﬁÚ π… B¥…∆ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…,
=n˘™…{…÷Æ˙
z b˜…Ï. B∫….B.BS…. +§…“n˘“, ¶…⁄i…{…⁄¥…« ∫…n˘∫™…, B B∫… +…Æ˙ §…“, x…<«  n˘±±…“
z b˜…Ï. B.V…“. ∫…¥…∆i…, ¶…⁄i…{…⁄¥…« ∫…n˘∫™…, B B∫… +…Æ˙ §…“, x…<«  n˘±±…“
z b˜…Ï. BS….{…“. À∫…Ω˛, E÷Ú±…{… i…, +…Æ˙ B ™…⁄, {…⁄∫……,  §…Ω˛…Æ˙
®…∆b˜{…®… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘
z ∏…“ B.B∫…. ¶…… ]ı™……, +¥…Æ˙ ∫… S…¥… (®…….) ¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {…, x…<«  n˘±±…“
z ∏…“ Æ˙ ¥… |…EÚ…∂…, |……‰]ı…‰EÚ…‰±… + v…EÚ…Æ˙“, ¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {… ®…÷J™……±…™…, EﬁÚ π… ¶…¥…x…, x…<«
 n˘±±…“
z |……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙ B∫….EÚhh…™™…x…, Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i…… |…… v…EÚÆ˙h…, ¶……Æ˙i… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙, S…‰z…<«
z  ¥… ¶…z… 28 ∫E⁄Ú±……Â/EÚ…±…‰V……Â E‰Ú 714 UÙ…j……Â EÚ…‰  ®…±……EÚÆ˙ 967 +…M…∆i…÷EÚ
 ¥…∂……J…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘
z b˜…Ï. B®….¥…“. Æ˙…¥…, ¶…⁄i…{…⁄¥…« ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ ®…Ω˛…  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ ¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {…
z  ¥…∂……J…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z… EÚ…±…‰V……Â +…ËÆ˙ ∫E⁄Ú±……Â E‰Ú 245 UÙ…j…M…h…
¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘
z b˜…Ï. (∏…“®…i…“) Bx….¥…“. n‰˘∂…®…÷J…, +v™…I…, |…… h… ¥…Y……x…  ¥…¶……M…, +…]¬ı∫…«, ∫…™…x∫… +…ËÆ˙
EÚ…‰®…‰∫…« EÚ… EÚ“Ãi… B®…. b⁄˜x…M…÷Æ‰˙∫…“ EÚ…±…‰V…, ®…÷®§…<« +…ËÆ˙ 25 UÙ…j…
z b˜…Ï. B∫…. {……`ˆEÚ, ¶…⁄i…{…⁄¥…«  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ, EÂÚp˘“™… V…⁄]ı B¥…∆ ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… °Ú…<§…Æ˙ +x…÷∫…∆v……x…
∫…∆∫l……x…, x…“±…M…∆V…, §…ËÆ˙EÚ{…÷Æ˙
z ∏…“ ®……E«Ú x…ËΩ˛…‰°Ú B¥…∆ ∏…“ ®……Ã]ıx… b˜… ¥…x……‰¥……, Ω˛“{±……‰∫… B.¥…“. ∫…⁄]ıEËÚ®{…, Ω˛…‰±…xb˜,
ÀS…M…]ı  x…™……«i…EÚ
z b˜…Ï. b˜“.∫…“. ¶…]ı, +v™…I…, ∫…®…÷p˘  ¥…Y……x…  ¥…¶……M…, ¶……¥…x…M…Æ˙  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™… 20
UÙ…j……Â E‰Ú ∫……l…
 ¥…Àπ…√V…®… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
z ∏…“ E‰Ú.E‰Ú. V…∫…¥……±…, ∫…n˘∫™… ∫… S…¥…, +x… ¶…Y……i… =t®……Â EÚ… Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… +…™……‰M…, ¶……Æ˙i…
∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙, x…<«  n˘±±…“
z ∏…“ {…“.E‰Ú.  ®…∏……, ={… Æ˙ V…∫]≈ı…Æ˙, +…< B +…Æ˙ +…< (¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {…), x…<«  n˘±±…“
z ∏…“ BS….∫…“. {……`ˆEÚ,  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ,  ¥…ii… (¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {…), x…<«  n˘±±…“
z ∏…“ Bx…. ∫……Æ∆˙M…“,  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ, ∫…“ +…< B°Ú B (¶…… EﬁÚ +x…÷ {…), ¶…÷¥…x…‰∂¥…Æ˙
z +x…÷∫…∆v……x… +v™…‰i……, EÚ…±…‰V… +…ËÆ˙ ∫E⁄Ú±… E‰Ú UÙ…j… M…h… EÚ…‰  ®…±……EÚÆ˙ 19,569
+…M…∆i…÷EÚ
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
z i… ®…±… x……b⁄˜ +…ËÆ˙ E‰ÚÆ˙±… E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z… EÚ…±…‰V……Â/∫E⁄Ú±……Â E‰Ú 387 UÙ…j… +…ËÆ˙ 5 ∫…∆EÚ…™…
EÚ…Æ˙¥……Æ˙ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
z b˜…Ï. ®……Æ˙M……‰V… +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“ {…∆S…®…, J…‰®…Æ˙V…“ ®…Ω˛… ¥…t…±…™… ∫……¥…∆i…¥……b˜“, ®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı E‰Ú
EÚ…Ã®…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ §…“.B∫… ∫…“. UÙ…j…
®…÷®§…<« +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
z |……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙ +… ∫…°Ú B. J……x… +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. ®…÷EÚi……Æ˙ B.J……x…, |…… h… ¥…Y……x…  ¥…¶……M…, B.B®….™…⁄.,
+ ±…M…c˜
®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
z b˜…Ï. ]ı“. +…x…xn˘ Æ˙…¥…, EÚx……«]ıEÚ +∫……‰ ∫…B∂…x… +…‰°Ú +b¬˜¥……x∫…®…‰x]ı +…‰°Ú ∫…™…x∫…,
EÂÚp˘“™… EÚ…±…‰V…, §……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙
z b˜…Ï. Æ˙…®…S…xp˘ ¶……]ı…, |……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +l…« ¥…Y……x…  ¥…¶……M…, ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
EÚ…±…‰V…, ®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙
Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… {… j…EÚ… ®…Â |…EÚ… ∂…i… ±…‰J…
¶……Æ˙i…“™… EﬁÚ π… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… {… Æ˙π…n˘ EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… {… j…EÚ… EﬁÚ π… S…™… x…EÚ… ®…Â  x…®x… ±… J…i…
ÀΩ˛n˘“ ±…‰J… |…EÚ… ∂…i…  EÚB M…B :
1. ∫…®…÷p˘“ V…Ë¥… J……t EÚ“ §…g¯i…“ ®……∆M… - b˜…Ï. <«.¥…“. Æ˙…v……EﬁÚπh…x…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
B¥…∆ +v™…I…, ∫…“ B°Ú b˜“
2. ¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â ®…ÈO……‰¥… EÚ“ |…v……x…i…… - b˜…Ï. V……‰V…« V…‰.{…“., |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
3. ¶……Æ˙i… EÚ“ ∫…®…÷p˘“ |…O…Ω˛h… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ - ∏…“®…i…“  ®…x…“ E‰Ú.V…“. ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
10
z ∏…“®…i…“ +z…… M……‰v…‰, ∫…®…÷p˘“ {…™……«¥…Æ˙h… i…∆j…, M…‰]ı§……‰M…«  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…, ∫¥…“b˜x…
z b˜…Ï. B∫….§…‰x…EÚ{{……, +∫……‰ ∫…B]ı |……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙, ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ…±…‰V…, ®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙
 ®… x…EÚ…‰™… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
z b˜…Ï. B.E‰Ú.  ®…∏……, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ, ¶……Æ˙i…“™… n⁄˘Æ˙ ∫…∆¥…‰n˘x… ∫…∆∫l……x…, b‰˜Æ˙…b⁄˜x…, +∆i… Æ˙I…
 ¥…¶……M…, ¶……Æ˙i… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙
z b˜…Ï. <∫…‰b˜.B. +x∫……Æ˙“ +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. B®….+…Æ˙. ®™…⁄ ∫…™…∫…, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ M…h…, Bx… +…< +…‰,
M……‰¥……
z b˜…Ï. ±……∫…Æ˙∫… (|……‰°Ú∫…Æ˙), {…™……«¥…Æ˙h… +x…÷∫…∆v……x…  ∂…I…… ∫…∆∫l……x…, EÚx™……E÷Ú®……Æ˙“, i… ®…±…x……b⁄˜
EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â ¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙“
b˜…Ï. ®……‰Ω˛x… V……‰∫…°Ú ®……‰b˜ ™…±…,  x…n‰˘∂…EÚ
¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…®…÷p˘…Â ®…Â  ¥…n‰˘∂…“ V…“¥… V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú {……±…x… {…Æ˙ Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… ∫… ®… i… EÚ“ 10 ¥…” §…Ë` ˆEÚ,
EﬁÚ π… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ¶…¥…x…, x…<«  n˘±±…“ (19 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
B B∫… +…Æ˙ §…“, x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â §…Ë` ˆEÚ (20-21 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
EÚÆ˙“Æ˙ +b¬˜¥……x∫®…‰x]ı ∫EÚ“®… E‰Ú +∆n˘Æ˙ ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ ∫…‰ |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ E‰Ú |…{…j… E‰Ú
{… Æ˙¥…i…«x… E‰Ú  ±…B ∞¸{……<i… ∫… ®… i… EÚ“ n⁄˘∫…Æ˙“ §…Ë` ˆEÚ, B B∫… +…Æ˙ §…“, x…<«  n˘±±…“
(3-4 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
B ∂…™…x… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆P… EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∂……J…… u˘…Æ˙… §……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… 7 ¥……∆ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
°Ú…‰Æ˙®… (8-13 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
B +…Æ˙ B∫…/Bx… <« ]ı“ {…Æ˙“I……+…Â EÚ“ S……±…⁄ ¥™…¥…∫l…… ®…Â {… Æ˙¥…i…«x… ±……x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…÷Z……¥… n‰˘x…‰
E‰Ú  ±…B +…™……‰ V…i… ∫… ®… i… EÚ“ §…Ë` ˆEÚ B B∫… +…Æ˙ §…“, x…<«  n˘±±…“ (14 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. B®…. ∏…“x……l…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, B°Ú +…Æ˙ B b˜“
¶……Æ˙i…“™… EﬁÚ π… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… {… Æ˙π…n˘ EÚ“ I…‰j…“™… ∫… ®… i… §…Ë` ˆEÚ S…‰z…<« (23-25  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. Bx….V…“.E‰Ú.  {…±±…Ë, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, {…“ B°Ú b˜“
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ B¥…∆ J…‰±…E⁄Ún˘ ®…∆j…“, E‰ÚÆ˙±… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ u˘…Æ˙… 2-7 °ÚÆ˙¥…Æ˙“ 2006 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x…
+∆i…Æ˙…«π]≈ı“™… +C¥…… ∂……‰ 2006 E‰Ú +…™……‰V…x… E‰Ú ∫…∆§…∆v… ®…Â §…÷±……™…“ M…™…“ §…Ë` ˆEÚ (20
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. <«.  ¥…¥…‰EÚ…x…xn˘x…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, b˜“ B°Ú b˜“
b˜“ +…‰ b˜“ XI ™……‰V…x…… {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… |…∫i……¥… EÚ“ §…Ë` ˆEÚ ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<, EÚ…‰S…“x…
(7 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
E‰ÚÆ˙±… Æ˙…V™… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ u˘…Æ˙… ""+…V…“ ¥…EÚ… Æ˙h…x…“ i… {…Æ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“-∫…⁄x……®…“ ∫…Ω˛…™…i……
+…{……i… {… Æ˙™……‰V…x……''  ¥…π…™… {…Æ˙ <x]ıÆ˙x……∂…x…±… Ω˛…‰]‰ı±… ®…Â EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (11 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. B®…. Æ˙…V…M……‰{……±…x…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I… B°Ú <« B®… b˜“
"®…UÙ±…“ +…ËÆ˙ ®…UÙ±…“ =i{……n˘…Â E‰Ú  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… E‰Ú  ±…B x…¥…“x… i…EÚx…“EÚ' {…Æ˙ ∫…“ +…< B°Ú
]ı“, EÚ…‰S…“x… u˘…Æ˙… +…™……‰ V…i… ∂…“i…EÚ…±…“x… {……`ˆ¨GÚ®… (19 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
B°Ú +…‰ +…Æ˙ ¥…“ ∫……M…Æ˙ ∫…∆{…n˘… ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ ∫…±……Ω˛EÚ…Æ˙ ∫… ®… i… §…Ë` ˆEÚ ®…Â
∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫i… x…™……Â {…Æ˙ b˜“ +…‰ b˜“ EÚ“  x… v…§…r˘ {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… E‰Ú {… Æ˙h……®……Â EÚ… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h…
(24 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. +…Æ˙. ∫…i™…n˘…∫…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, B∫… <« <« ]ı“ ]ı“ b˜“
x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… Bx… B ]ı“ {…“ §…Ë` ˆEÚ ®…Â ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…‰ ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… ∫…®……V…-+…Ãl…EÚ
®……®…±……Â EÚ… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… (20-23 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
EÚ±±…xS…‰Æ˙“  Æ˙]≈ı“]ı, E÷Ú®§…±…∆M…“ ®…Â ∂……∫j…“ +{±……<b˜  Æ˙∫…S…« |……‰O……®… (∂……{…«) EÚ…™…«∂……±……
(27-28 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…‰ ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… ®……®…±……Â {…Æ˙  ¥…∂¥… §…ÈEÚ E‰Ú ]ı“®… E‰Ú ∫……l… S…S……«
(6-9 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
n⁄˘Æ˙n˘∂…«x… EÂÚp˘, E÷Úb˜{{…x…E÷Úz…÷,  i…Ø˚¥…x…∆i…{…÷Æ˙®… ®…Â <x]ıÆ˙-®…“ b˜™…… {…Œ§±… ∫…]ı“ ∫…®…x¥…™… ∫… ®… i…
EÚ“ §…Ë` ˆEÚ (29  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. <«.¥…“. Æ˙…v……EﬁÚπh…x…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, ∫…“ B°Ú b˜“
""¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı EÚ“ ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â E‰Ú ¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙“ |…§…∆v…x… +…ËÆ˙ {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h…'' {…Æ˙ B®…
{…“ <« b˜“ B  x… v…§…r˘ {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… E‰Ú ∫…∆§…∆v… ®…Â i… ®…±…x……b⁄˜ E‰Ú i…‰™…x……®…{…‰]ı ®…Â Æ˙…V™…
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ…Ã®…EÚ…Â E‰Ú ∫……l… §…Ë` ˆEÚ (24 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… {…Æ˙ ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷®§…<« ®…Â n˘…‰ EÚ…™…«∂……±……+…Â EÚ… +…™……‰V…x… (22
+…ËÆ˙ 28 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫]‰ı]ı §…ÈEÚ u˘…Æ˙… °Ú…‰]«ıEÚ…‰S…“x… ®…Â 28 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙ ∫…‰ 3  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… +…™……‰ V…i…
|… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… E‰Ú  ∫…±… ∫…±…‰ ®…Â "E‰ÚEÚb˜… {……±…x…' {…Æ˙ ¶……π…h… (2  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
∫…“ +…< B°Ú ]ı“, EÚ…‰S…“x… ®…Â Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… ÀΩ˛n˘“ ∫…∆M……‰π`ˆ“ ®…Â ±…‰J… EÚ… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… (21
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. B±…. EﬁÚπh…x…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
B®… {…“ <« b˜“ B u˘…Æ˙… Ω˛…‰]‰ı±… B¥…x™…⁄ ∫…‰x]ıÆ˙, EÚ…‰SS…“ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… ®…Â ""V…±…EﬁÚ π…
®…Â  ¥… ¥…v…“EÚÆ˙h… EÚ“ ∫…˛…v™…i……'' {…Æ˙ |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… (24 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. E‰Ú. ∫…÷ x…±…E÷Ú®……Æ˙ ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘, +v™…I…, B®… B°Ú b˜“
§…“ B°Ú B°Ú b˜“ B, BÆ˙h……E÷Ú±…®… u˘…Æ˙… ®…⁄ii…E÷Úz…®… ®…Â |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â "∂…∆§…÷ {……±…x…'
{…Æ˙  EÚ∫……x……Â EÚ…‰ |… ∂…I…h…  n˘™…… (25 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
EÚ…∫…Æ˙M……‰b˜  V…±…… ®…Â Ω˛ Æ˙i… ∂…∆§…÷  EÚ∫……x… ∫…∆P… u˘…Æ˙… +…™……‰ V…i… |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â ∂…∆§…÷
 EÚ∫……x……Â EÚ…‰ EÚ…{……°Ú…<EÚ∫… {…Ën˘…¥……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ |…n˘∂…«x… B¥…∆ |… ∂…I…h…  n˘™…… (21  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. Æ˙…h…“ ®…‰Æ˙“ V……‰V…«, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, B®… §…“ b˜“
®… Ω˛±……+…Â {…Æ˙ Ω˛…‰x…‰¥……±…… Ω˛®…±…… EÚ®… EÚÆ˙x…‰ {…Æ˙  V…±…… ∫i…Æ˙ ∫… ®… i… u˘…Æ˙… EÚ…‰SS…“ x…M…Æ˙ ®…Â
+…™……‰ V…i… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (5 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
∏…“®…i…“ Æ‰˙J…… V…‰. x……™…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“®…i…“ ∫…÷ V…i…… i……‰®…∫…, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ M…h…
§…™……‰<x°Ú…‰®……« ]ıC∫… ∫…‰x]ıÆ˙, Bx….+…<.+…‰., M……‰¥…… ®…Â ""∫…®…÷p˘“ V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i…… {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… ®…Â
§…™……‰<x°Ú…‰®……« ]ıC∫…'' {…Æ˙ +…™……‰ V…i… Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (5-7  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.E‰Ú.  ¥…V…™…x…, +v™…I…, {…“ Bx… {…“ b˜“
V…±…EﬁÚ π…  ¥…EÚ…∫… BV…‰x∫…“ (B b˜“ B E‰Ú), E‰ÚÆ˙±… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ u˘…Æ˙… i…÷Æ˙¥…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i…
|… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â "ÀS…M…]ı ∫¥……∫l™… |…§…∆v…x…' {…Æ˙ C±……∫… S…±……™…… (28 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.B∫…. ∂……‰¶…x……, ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
V…±…EﬁÚ π…  ¥…EÚ…∫… BV…‰x∫…“ (B b˜“ B E‰Ú), E‰ÚÆ˙±… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ u˘…Æ˙… ®…… ±…{…÷Æ˙®… ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i…
|… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… ®…Â "ÀS…M…]ı ∫¥……∫l™… |…§…∆v…x…' {…Æ˙ EÚ±……∫… S…±……™…… (15 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. +…<. Æ˙…V…‰xp˘x…, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (|….EÚ…‰.) +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. EÚ…V…±… S…GÚ§…i…‘, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
""®…UÙ±…“ +…ËÆ˙ ®…UÙ±…“ =i{……n˘…Â E‰Ú  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… E‰Ú  ±…B x…¥…“x… i…EÚx…“EÚ'' {…Æ˙ EÂÚp˘“™…
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ∫…∆∫l……x… (∫…“ +…< B°Ú ]ı“) u˘…Æ˙… +…™……‰ V…i… ∂…“i…EÚ…±…“x… {……`ˆ¨GÚ®…
(19 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ ∫…‰ 8 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. ¥…“.{…“.  ¥… {…x…E÷Ú®……Æ˙, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (B∫… B∫…)
""Ω˛ Æ˙i… ∫…‰  x…i™… Ω˛ Æ˙i… :  ¥…∫i……Æ˙  ∂…I…… EÚ“ S…÷x……ËŒii…™……ƒ'' {…Æ˙ +…< B +…Æ˙ +…<, x…<«
 n˘±±…“ ®…Â Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… ∫…∆M……‰π`ˆ“ (15-17  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. V…“. ∫…‰™…n˘… Æ˙…¥…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ |…¶……Æ˙“ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ,  ¥…∂……J…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… I…‰j…“™…
EÂÚp˘ +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. ∂…“±…… <®®……x…÷B±…, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (B∫… B∫…)
B®… {…“ <« b˜“ B +…ËÆ˙ ¶……Æ˙i… EÚ… ∫…®…÷p˘“ J……t  x…™……«i…EÚ ∫…∆P… u˘…Æ˙… ""¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
∫…‰C]ıÆ˙ E‰Ú {… Æ˙|…‰I™… ®…Â ¥™……{……Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ¶……ËM……‰±…“EÚÆ˙h… E‰Ú  ±…B Æ˙h…x…“ i… +…ËÆ˙ i…Ë™……Æ˙“''  ¥…π…™…
{…Æ˙ EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (4 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. BS…. ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘ EÚ… ∫…®…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ |…¶……Æ˙“ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ ®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x…
EÂÚp˘
Æ˙…π]≈ı“™…  ¥…{…Œii… |…§…∆v…x… ∫…∆∫l……x…, x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +…ËÆ˙ V…±…EﬁÚ π… ®…Â  ¥…{…Œii…
|…§…∆v…x… {…Æ˙ •…‰<x… ∫]ı…‰Õ®…M… ∫…j… (6-7 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
11
B B°Ú +…< +…ËÆ˙ ®…‰∫…‰∫…« {…‰ Æ˙™……Æ˙ ®…b˜ GÚ…§… ΩË˛S…Æ˙“ u˘…Æ˙… ∫…∆™…÷Ci… ∞¸{… ∫…‰ M……‰π… §……π…… ®…b˜
GÚ…§… °Ú…®…«, M…÷ Æ˙ i…{……±…™…®…, +…∆w…… |…n‰˘∂… ®…Â {…∆EÚ E‰ÚEÚb‰˜ {…Æ˙ +…™……‰ V…i… |…l…®… J…‰i…
 x…n˘∂…«x… (22 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
Æ˙…V™… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“  ¥…¶……M… ®…Â ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı ®…i∫™…x… +…ËÆ ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı ®…i∫™…x… E‰Ú  x…™…®…x… E‰Ú
EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… {…Æ˙ S…S……« EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B +…™……‰ V…i… §…Ë` ˆEÚ (24 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
""∫…⁄x……®…“ E‰Ú §……n˘ E‰Ú {…÷x…¥……«∫… +…ËÆ˙ ®…i∫™…x… ∫…®…÷n˘…™…'' {…Æ˙ (∫…⁄x……®…“ Æ˙“Ω˛…§… <x°Ú…‰®…‰∂…x…
x…‰]ı¥…E«Ú), S…‰z…<«
Bx… B B +…Æ˙ B®…, ΩË˛n˘Æ˙…§……n˘ ®…Â ""i…x……¥… |…§…∆v…x… EÚ“ Æ˙h…x…“ i…™……ƒ'' {…Æ˙ |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®…
(17-23 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
""¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h… {…⁄¥…« i…]ı {…Æ˙ °Ú…±∫… ]≈ı¥…‰±±…“ (±…ËC]ı… Æ˙™…∫… ±…ËC]ı… Æ˙™…∫…) ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ E‰Ú
x…π]ı +…ËÆ˙ <∫… {…Æ˙  x…¶…«Æ˙ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â {…Æ˙ ®……Ë∫…®… {… Æ˙¥…i…«x… EÚ… |…¶……¥…'' {…Æ˙ b˜Œ§±…™…⁄ b˜Œ§±…™…⁄
B°Ú ¶……Æ˙i… ∫… S…¥……±…™…, x…<«  n˘±±…“ u˘…Æ˙… B®….B∫…. ∫¥…… ®…x……l…x…  Æ˙∫…S…« °Ú…=xb‰˜∂…x… (B®…
B∫… B∫… +…Æ˙ B°Ú), S…‰z…<« ®…Â x…… ®…EÚ… S…S……« (5  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
+…< B®… B V…“ <«, S…‰z…<« E‰Ú ∫…®®…‰±…x… EÚI… ®…Â ¶……Æ˙i…“™… EﬁÚ π… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… {… Æ˙π…n˘ EÚ“
I…‰j…“™… ∫… ®… i… ∫…∆. VIII EÚ“ XX ¥…” §…Ë` ˆEÚ (23-24  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. V…“. ®……‰Ω˛x… Æ˙…V…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â  ¥…{…h…x… +…ËÆ˙ ¶……ËM……‰±…“EÚÆ˙h… E‰Ú ±…B {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… Æ˙h…x…“ i…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ i…Ë™……Æ˙“ {…Æ˙ B®…
{…“ <« b˜“ B +…ËÆ˙ ™…⁄ Bx… ∫…“ ]ı“ B b˜“ u˘…Æ˙… S…‰z…<« ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… <x…∫…‰{∂…x… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (6
+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.¥…“. ∫……‰®…∂…‰J…Æ˙x… x……™…Æ˙, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ |…¶……Æ˙“ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ, ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… I…‰j…“™…
EÂÚp˘
®…÷®§…<« ®…Â +…¥……∫… i…∆j… {…Æ˙ +…v…… Æ˙i… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…§…∆v…x… {…Æ˙ EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (16-18 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.¥…“. ∫……‰®…∂…‰J…Æ˙x… x……™…Æ˙, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. {…“.E‰Ú. +∂……‰EÚx…, ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ
¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
B®… {…“ <« b˜“ B EÚ“  ¥…ii…“™… ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… ∫…‰ ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… ®…Â ®…Ω˛… ÀS…M…]ı {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… E‰Ú
V…÷±…⁄∫… +…ËÆ˙ EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (21-22 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. +…Æ˙. x……Æ˙…™…h… E÷Ú®……Æ˙, ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ |…¶……Æ˙“ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ, EÚ… EÚx……b˜…
+x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘
EÚ…±…‰V… +…‰°Ú +O…“ §… ∫…x…∫… ®…Ëx…‰V…®…‰x]ı, V…“.§…“. {…∆i…  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…, {…∆i…x…M…Æ˙, x…Ë x…ii……±…
u˘…Æ˙… ""+…∆w…… |…n‰˘∂… E‰Ú {…⁄¥…« M……‰n˘…¥…Æ˙“  V…±…‰ ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®…UÙ±…“ ¥™……{……Æ˙ ¥™…¥…∫l…… ®…Â ®…⁄±™…
∫¥…¶……¥… +…ËÆ˙ I…®…i…… EÚ… +…Ãl…EÚ  ¥…∂±…‰π…h…'' {…Æ˙ Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… +…™……‰ V…i… EﬁÚ π…  ¥…{…h…x… EÚ…
¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…∆P… EÚ… 19 ¥……∆ Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… ∫…®®…‰±…x… (25-27 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
§…∆M……±… ={…∫……M…Æ˙ E‰Ú ¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı“™… ®…‰J…±…… ®…Â ÀS…M…]ı-®…ÈO……‰¥… ¥™…¥…∫l…… ®…Â  ]ıEÚ…>{…x…
|……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… |…§…∆v…x…  ¥…EÚ±{……Â EÚ…  x…v……«Æ˙h… ∂…“π…«EÚ {…Æ˙ §…Æ˙u˘…x…
 ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™…, §…v…«®……x…  V…±……, {…Œ∂S…®… §…∆M……±… u˘…Æ˙… +…™……‰ V…i… ∂……∫j…“ <xb˜…‰-EÚx…‰ b˜™…x…
+{±……<b +x…÷∫…∆v……x… {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… EÚ“ n⁄˘∫…Æ˙“ +…ËÆ˙ +∆ i…®…  ¥…EÚ“h…«x… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (9
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. {…“.™…⁄. ∫…EÚ Æ˙™……, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (|….EÚ…‰.)
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ…±…‰V…, ®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â ""EÚx……«]ıEÚ EÚ“ V…±…EﬁÚ π… ¥™…¥…∫l……+…Â ®…Â <ŒCi…™……‰°Ú…‰x…±…
V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i……'' {…Æ˙ +…™……‰ V…i… Æ˙…V™… ∫i…Æ˙“™… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… ®…Â ±…‰J… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… (27
+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
∏…“®…i…“ ∫…÷ V…i…… i……‰®…∫…, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ…±…‰V…, ®……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â ""EÚx……«]ıEÚ EÚ“ V…±…EﬁÚ π… ¥™…¥…∫l……+…Â ®…Â <ŒCi…™……‰°Ú…‰x…±…
V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i……'' {…Æ˙ +…™……‰ V…i… Æ˙…V™… ∫i…Æ˙“™… EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (27 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
∏…“®…i…“ +…∂…… {…“.B∫…., ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (B∫… B∫…)
""V…±…EﬁÚ π… E‰Ú ∫…∆n˘¶…« ®…Â V…±…“™… ∫…⁄I®…V…Ë ¥…EÚ“ ®…Â |…M… i…™……ƒ'' {…Æ˙ ∫…“ +…< B°Ú <«, ®…÷®§…<« ®…Â
+…™……‰ V…i… O…“π®…EÚ…±…“x… {……`ˆ¨GÚ®… (21  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙-11 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
∏…“®…i…“ {…“. ∏…“±…i……, i…EÚx…“EÚ“ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“
E‰ÚÆ˙±… EﬁÚ π…  ¥…∂¥… ¥…t…±…™… E‰Ú I…‰j…“™… EﬁÚ π… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫]‰ı∂…x…, E÷Ú®…Æ˙EÚ®… ®…Â I…‰j…“™…
+x…÷∫…∆v……x… B¥…∆  ¥…∫i……Æ˙ {…Æ˙…®…∂…«' {… Æ˙π…n˘ EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (6 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. {…“.E‰Ú. ®……Ã]ıx… i……‰®{∫…x…, |…¶……Æ˙“ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“, EﬁÚ π…  ¥…Y……x… EÂÚp˘ +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. {…“.B®….
+§…⁄§…CEÚÆ˙, i…EÚx…“EÚ“ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“
Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… EﬁÚ π…  ¥…Y……x… ∫…®…÷SS…™…, {…⁄∫…… x…<«  n˘±±…“ ®…Â EﬁÚ π…  ¥…Y……x… EÂÚp˘…Â EÚ… Æ˙…π]≈ı“™…
EÚx…¥…‰x∂…x… (27-28 +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙)
∏…“ +…<. V…M…n˘“∂…, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (¥…. ∫E‰Ú±…) +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“ B.  b˜C∫…x… V…‰§…Æ˙…V…, =SS… ∏…‰h…“
 ±… {…EÚ
+…™…EÚÆ˙ EÚ…™……«±…™…, ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ®…Â x…M…Æ˙ Æ˙…V…¶……π…… EÚ…™……«x¥…™…x… ∫… ®… i… §…Ë` ˆEÚ (29
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. (∏…“®…i…“) ∫…“.{…“. ∫…÷V……, i…EÚx…“EÚ“ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“ +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“ B®…. ®…… h…C™…Æ˙…V……,
i…EÚx…“EÚ“ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“
Ω‰˛¥…“ ¥……]ıÆ˙ {±……x]ı, ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ®…Â n˘…‰  n˘¥…∫…“™… ÀΩ˛n˘“ EÚ…™…«∂……±…… (21-22  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
∏…“ ¥…“.B. E÷∆Ú V…EÚ…‰™……, i…EÚx…“EÚ“ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“
<±…ŒC]≈ıEÚ±… ∫…§…  b˜ ¥…∂…x…,  ®… x…EÚ…‰™… ®…Â ">V……« {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h…' {…Æ˙ +…™……‰ V…i… ∫…∆M……‰π`ˆ“ (14
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
∏…“ Bx….E‰Ú. Ω˛π…«x… +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“ E‰Ú.B®…. b‰˜ ¥…b˜, i…EÚx…“EÚ“ ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ M…h…
Bx… B B +…Æ˙ B®…, ΩË˛n˘Æ˙…§……n˘ ®…Â °Ú…‰]ı…‰O……°Ú“/¥…“ b˜™……‰O……°Ú“ {…Æ˙ |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… (22
x…¥…∆§…Æ˙-3  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. <«.¥…“. Æ˙…v……EﬁÚπh…x…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, ∫…“ B°Ú b˜“; b˜…Ï. E‰Ú. ∫…÷ x…±…
E÷Ú®……Æ˙ ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘, +v™…I…, B®… B°Ú b˜“; b˜…Ï. Æ˙…h…“ ®…‰Æ˙“ V……‰V…«, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆
+v™…I…, B®… §…“ b˜“; b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.E‰Ú.  ¥…V…™…x…, +v™…I…, {…“ Bx… {…“ b˜“; b˜…Ï. V…“. x…xn˘E÷Ú®……Æ˙,
b˜…Ï.B±…. EﬁÚπh…x…, b˜…Ï. BS…. ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘ EÚ… ∫…®…, b˜…Ï. V…“. ®……‰Ω˛x… Æ˙…V… +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï.
 ¥….B∫…. EÚEÚ…i…“, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ M…h…; b˜…Ï. {…“. V…™…∂…∆EÚÆ˙, b˜…Ï. <®…‰±b˜… V……‰∫…°Ú,
b˜…Ï. E‰Ú.B∫…. ∂……‰¶…x……, b˜…Ï. +…Æ˙. x……Æ˙…™…h…E÷Ú®……Æ˙, b˜…Ï. {…“.E‰Ú. EﬁÚπh…E÷Ú®……Æ˙, b˜…Ï. ¥…“.
EﬁÚ{…… +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. {…“. ±…I®…“±…i……, ¥… Æ˙π`ˆ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ M…h…; b˜…Ï. ∫…“. Æ˙…®…S…xp˘x…, b˜…Ï.
¥…“.{…“.  ¥… {…x…E÷Ú®……Æ˙, b˜…Ï. +…∂……±…i……, ∏…“®…i…“ ±…I®…“  {…±±…Ë +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“ B.{…“.  n˘x…‰∂…
§……§…⁄, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (B∫… B∫…) M…h…, b˜…Ï. |… i…¶…… Æ˙…‰ Ω˛i…, ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ (|….EÚ…‰.) +…ËÆ˙ ∏…“®…i…“
Æ‰˙J…… V…‰. x……™…Æ˙ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
B ∂…™…x… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆P… EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∂……J…… u˘…Æ˙… §……∆M…±…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â +…™……‰ V…i… 7 ¥……∆ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
°Ú…ÏÆ˙®… ®…Â ±…‰J……Â EÚ… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… (8-12 x…¥…∆§…Æ˙)
b˜…Ï. Bx…. EÚ… ±…™…{…‰Ø˚®……±…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ |…¶……Æ˙“ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ, ®…∆b˜{…®… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘,
b˜…Ï. BS…. ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘ EÚ… ∫…®…, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ |…¶……Æ˙“ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ, ®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x…
EÂÚp˘ +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. V…“. M……‰{…E÷Ú®……Æ˙, |…v……x… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ B¥…∆ +v™…I…, ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x… |…¶……M…
Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i…… |…… v…EÚÆ˙h…, ¶……Æ˙i… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙, S…‰z…<« +…ËÆ˙ +C¥……EÚ±S…Æ˙ °Ú…=xb‰˜∂…x…
+…‰°Ú <Œxb˜™……, S…‰z…<« u˘…Æ˙… Æ˙…®…x……l…{…÷Æ˙®… ®…Â ""®……z……Æ˙ J……b˜“ +…ËÆ˙ {……EÚ J……b˜“ EÚ“ ∫…®…÷p˘“
V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i…… EÚ… {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… +…ËÆ˙ i…]ı“™… ∫…®…÷n˘…™……Â EÚ“ +…V…“ ¥…EÚ… |…§…±…“EÚÆ˙h…''  ¥…π…™…
{…Æ˙ +…™……‰ V…i… ∫…∆M……‰π`ˆ“ (17-18  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙)
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